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The Sector Map 

 
Debtrunner is a game about a small crew of independent operators in the nascent private 
sphere of a post-capitalist command economy empire, after it has fallen apart and begun 
to rebuild itself. They roam from world to world in their starship, trading in goods and 
information, getting into all sorts of adventures, trying to pay off their debts and strike it 
rich. 
 
GENERATING THE MAP 
In order for the players to drive their starship around between worlds, you need to have a 
universe for them to explore in the first place. The sector map, laid out on a hexagonal 
grid, is the basic resource players have to guide them in deciding where to go next. 
 
Follow these steps to make a map: 
1. Divide your hex map into regions. You will have the reaches and the outskirts at a 
minimum, while the core and the wilds are optional. 
2. Deterine which hexes are occupied by some kind of human settlement. These are the 
inhabited worlds of your setting. 
3. Determine the basic quality of the starport in each occupied hex. 
4. Connect these occupied hexes to each other with public spacelanes. The quality of each 
starport and the distance between inhabited worlds are the main factors in determining 
these routes. 
 
This sector map, with inhabitted hexes and public spacelanes connecting them, is the 
minimum amount of setting you need to start playing Debtrunner. You can also generate 
the details of each world before play begins, or you can do that as you play. 

“Empires do not suffer emptiness of purpose at the time of
their creation. It is when they have become established that

aims are lost and replaced by vague ritual.”

― Frank Herbert, Dune Messiah
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STEP 1: Determine Regions 
 
Each game is nominally set in a sector of the old interstelalr Imperium, after its collapse. 
This collection of worlds has managed to retain some manner of cohesion. Post-collapse, 
a sector is now defined by a network of worlds all connected by publicly-known 
spacelanes, which allow trade and travel. Because the worlds of a sector are connected, 
there is usually a shared culture that allows these worlds to interact. Other sectors, 
because of the lack of safe travel routes and also the length of time it takes to travel, have 
developed different cultures in isolation from each other. 
 
Divide your map into reaches and outskirts. Optionally, you may add a core area, and 
also designate parts of the reaches and outskirts to be the wilds. 
 
Core 
Decide which hex is to be the conceptual centre of the sector. It is always occupied by an 
inhabited world. Everything within 2 hexes of this central point is considered the core, for 
a total of 19 hexes—the central hex itself, plus the 6 adjacent hexes, and the 12 hexes 
adjacent to those. The core cannot overlap with the outskirts (or the wilds), and so the 
core hex must be at least 5 hexes inside the edge of the map. 
 
Because this area will end up being more populated and technologically advanced than 
other areas, it will also end up being the cultural and political centre of the sector. A 
sector does not need to have a core, especially if it is a small sector, but larger sectors 
should have one. 
 
Outskirts 
When you decide how large the map you want to use in play is, you are limiting the 
extent of the sector. Every hex on the edge of the map, and every hex adjacent to a hex on 
the edge of the map (i.e. 2 hexes along the edge), is automatically designated the 
outskirts. There will be fewer inhabited worlds in the outskirts. 
 
You do not need to designate all edges of your current map as outskirts, if you intend to 
expands one edge later. Those hexes are still considered part of the reach (or the core). 
The larger a sector is, the harder it is to manage and the more time it takes to generate. 
 
Reaches 
All areas of the map that are neither core nor outskirts are the reaches. These are the most 
typical areas of space—a mixture of populous worlds and tiny settlements, 
technologically advanced shipyards and wild barbarians, garden planets and hellworlds. It 
is entirely possible to designate your entire map as the reaches and generate a perfectly 
adequate sector. 
 
Wilds 
This is an area of space where the empire totally collapsed, but for which there are still 
patchy records of public spacelanes. Since these patchy records exist (or were found in 
large quantities at some point), this area has been reclaimed quickly, but is still a loose 
network of low-population settlements and exploratory missions. A lot of this work is 
being privatized to minimize the risk to Imperial factions. These areas are optional: they 
provide a great deal of material for missions and character-driven play, but lack the trade 
opportunities of the reaches and the core. 
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STEP 2: Occupying the Map 
The central point of the core is already occupied by an inhabited world. For every other 
hex on the map, roll 1d6 to see if it is occupied by a human settlement of some kind. This 
could be an inhabited planet, an artificial colony, or even abandoned structures. 
 
Roll 1d6 for each hex in the core and the reaches. A result of 4+ indicates the hex is 
occupied. Otherwise the hex is empty. 
 
For each hex in the core and the reaches: 
1-3 Empty hex. 
4-6 Inhabitted world. 
 
Roll 1d6 for each hex in the outskirts. A result of 5+ indicates the hex is occupied. 
Otherwise it is empty. 
 
For each hex in the outskirts: 
1-4 Empty hex. 
5-6 Inhabitted world. 
 
Hexes in the wilds have the same chance of being occupied as other hexes—it depends 
on whether they are in the outskirts or the reaches. 
 
STEP 3: Starport Quality 
For each occupied hex, roll 2d6 to determine the quality of the starport located there. If 
the hex is part of the core, roll an extra die (3d6) and discard the highest before totalling 
the two lowest dice. If the hex is part of the wilds, roll an extra die (3d6) but discard the 
lowest die before totalling the two that rolled highest. 
Core: 3d6, drop the highest. 
Wilds: 3d6, drop the lowest. 
 
Roll Starport class 
0-4 A 
5-6 B 
7-9 C 
10+ X 
 
Modifiers:    
All adjacent hexes are occupied +1 
No adjacent hexes are occupied -2 
Outskirts of normal space  +2 
Outskirts of the wild  no modifier 
 
A class C starport may be downgraded to a class D starport, and a class X starport may be 
upgraded to a class D starport, due to later results. 
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STEP 4: Generate the Public Spacelanes 
Interstellar trade normally takes place across publicly-known spacelanes. Many 
institutions, both Imperial and otherwise, have private knowledge of more spacelanes that 
they do not make available to outsiders, and ships can also jump across hexes without an 
actual trade route in their computers—so these spacelanes are not the only ways to travel. 
They are the most accessible, however. 
 
Begin with the best-quality starports and work your way down. If a public spacelane 
exists between two inhabited worlds, draw a line between them—it extends across 
whichever intermediate hexes provide the shortest route. If there are multiple routes the 
spacelane can take, choose one. This can extend a trade route to a planet between the two 
worlds, even if an earlier roll indicated there was no public spacelane there. Now there is 
one! Do not, however, roll more than once for any single pairing of worlds. If there are 
two class A starports within 4 hexes of each other, roll once to connect them, not twice. 
 
1. For all class A starports, check for spacelanes extending to all class A or B starports 
within 4 hexes, all worlds with class C starports within 3 hexes, and all worlds with class 
X starports within 2 hexes. 
 
2. For all class B starports, check for spacelanes extending to all worlds with class B 
starports within 4 hexes, all worlds with class C starports within 3 hexes, and all worlds 
with class X starports within 2 hexes. 
 
3. For all class C starports, check for spacelanes extending to all worlds with class C and 
X starports within 2 hexes. There will not be any class D starports on your map at this 
time, but if you are checking for trade routes later, any class D starport uses the class C 
entries here. 
 
4. Finally, for all class X starports (that is, no starport at all), check for spacelanes 
extending to all worlds with class X starports in neighbouring hexes only. 
 
Rolling the listed number or higher indicates the presence of a public spacelane between 
the two starports: 
Pair 1 hex 2 hexes  3 hexes  4 hexes 
A-A 1 2  4  5 
A-B 1 3  5  6 
A-C 2 4  5  - 
A-X 3 4  6  - 
B-B 1 3  5  6 
B-C 2 4  6  - 
B-X 4 5  -  - 
C-C 3 5  -  - 
C-X 4 6  -  - 
X-X 5 -  -  - 
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Orphaned Networks 
If there is an orphan network of planets connected to each other and there is no class A 
starport within that network, connect it to the nearest class A starport without drawing 
new spacelanes inside existing networks. 
 
If there are two or more networks not connected to each other that all have class A 
starports within them, then there are multiple imperial sectors on your map. Each network 
has its own Imperial authority, and may or may not recognize the authority of the other 
sectors. These sectors may even be at war with each other. 
 
Once this map is created, you can start detailing the starports, planets, and solar systems 
in each occupied hex. Or you can skip to character creation and generate individual 
worlds later, or on the fly during the game. 
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SOLAR SYSTEMS 
You can generate the solar system now or skip straight to the inhabited world, and either 
just make this stuff up or roll for it later. 
 
Step 1. Number of Stars. 
Every star system has 1 main star. Roll 1d6 to determine the presence of additional stars. 
 
Roll Additional stars 
1-5 No additional stars, do not roll again. 
6 +1 star, and roll again. 
 
 
Step 2. Star Colour. 
Roll 2d6 to determine the main star’s colour. 
To determine the colour of a companion star, if the main star is blue, roll 2d6. If yellow, 
roll 3d6. If orange, roll 4d6, If red, roll 5d6. 
 
Roll Colour 
2-4 Blue or blue-white. 
5-7 Yellow or white. 
8-9 Orange. 
10+ Red. 
 
 
Step 3. Star Size 
Roll 2d6 to determine the main star’s size. 
To determine the size of a companion star, if the main star is giant, roll 3d6. If it is a main 
sequence star, roll 4d6. If the main star is a dwarf, all companion stars are also dwarfs (no 
roll). 
 
Roll Size 
0-5 Giant (types I through IV). 
6-9 Main sequence (type V). 
10+ Dwarf. 
 
Modifiers:  
Orange star -1 
Red star  -4 
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Step 4. Primary Human Settlement 
All stars except red dwarfs and red main sequence stars have a habitable zone, where 
liquid water can exist like it does on Earth. Most human settlements are on terraformed 
terrestrial worlds that orbit within this habitable zone, but not all. 
 
To determine where the settlement is located, roll 1d6 if the star is red, or 2d6 if the star 
is any other colour. 
 
Roll 
0-3 Asteroid belt. 
4 Dead world. 
5-6 Gas giant moon in the habitable zone. 
7-9 Terrestrial planet in the habitable zone. 
10-11 Weird planet in the habitable zone. 
12+ Choose any one option, or combine two types. 
 
Modifiers: 
Dwarf star -1 
Giant star +2 
 
An occupied asteroid belt or dead world may be located in the habitable zone or not. 
There may also be additional human settlements in a solar system, on or around planets 
or asteroid belts in either the inner or outer zones. 
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Step 5. Inner Zone Orbits 
Satellites that are closer than the habitable zone. 
 
If the star is a dwarf or a red star, there are no inner orbits. Otherwise, roll 1d6 to 
determine the number of occupied orbits in the inner zone. 
 
Modifiers: 
Orange main sequence -4 
Yellow main sequence -2 
 
For each inner orbit (if there are any), roll 1d6 to determine what kind of celestial body 
occupies it. 
 
Roll Inner zone orbit 
1 Asteroid belt. 
2 Gas giant. 
3-5 Terrestrial planet. 
6 Weird planet. 
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Step 6. Outer Orbits 
Satellites that are farther away than the habitable zone occupy the outer zone. 
 
Roll 2d6 to determine the number of occupied orbits in the outer zone. 
 
Modifiers: 
Blue star  -1d6 
Giant star +2 
Main seq. -1 
Orange star -3 
Red star  -4 
Yellow star -1 
 
Gas Giants Outside the Habitable Zone 
Roll 2d6 to determine how many of these orbits are occupied by gas giants. If the roll 
produces more gas giants than available orbits, all orbits are occupied by gas giants. 
 
Roll Presence of gas giants 
0-5 No gas giants. 
6 One gas giant. 
7 Two gas giants. 
8 Three gas giants. 
9 Four gas giants. 
10-11 1d6 gas giants 
12+ 1d6+3 gas giants 
 
Modifiers: 
1-3 outer orbits -2 
7+ outer orbits +4 
Dwarf star -1 
Red star  -1 
 
Place gas giants in available outer orbits randomly. Gas giants can be generated using 
their own section. 
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Asteroid Belts Outside the Habitable Zone 
If there are any remaining orbits, roll 2d6 to determine how many of them are occupied 
by asteroid belts. 
 
Roll Presence of asteroid belts 
0-6 No asteroid belts. 
7-9 One asteroid belt. 
10-11 Two asteroid belts. 
12+ Three asteroid belts. 
 
Modifiers: 
0 gas giants -2 
3-4 gas giants +1 
5+ gas giants +3 
Dwarf star -1 
 
Place asteroid belts in available orbits randomly. Asteroid belts can be generated using 
their own section. 
 
Any remaining outer orbits not occupied by asteroid belts or gas giants are occupied by 
terrestrial planets. These can be generated using the terrestrial planets section. 
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ASTEROID BELT GENERATION 
 
Asteroid belt worlds have size 0, atmosphere 0, and hydrographic coverage 0. 
 
Roll 1d6 to determine the presence of valuable resources: 
 
Roll Value 
0-2 Nothing of real value. 
3-4 Moderate quantities of ore and water. 
5 Old ruined settlements, could be salvaged. 
6+ Large quantities of valuable ore. 
 
Modifiers: 
Inner zone -1 
Starport  +2 
 
Asteroid belt worlds function more or less the same whether they are in the habitable 
zone or not, except that those in the inner zone have no water inside them at all. 
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DEAD WORLD GENERATION 
A dead world is a planet with no humans, where human civilization has collapsed, or a 
world unable to support human life that has a settlement anyway. 
 
Roll 2d6 to determine what type of celestial object this dead world is: 
 
Roll 
2 Anomalous celestial object. 
3-4 Barren planet. 
5 Gas giant. 
6-7 Hostile planet. 
8-9 Post-collapse world. 
10 Spaceship caravan. 
11-12 Transhumanist collapse. 
 
Anomalous Celestial Object 
This settlement is located on, or is orbiting around, a unique celestial body that has 
characteristics unlike any other in the known universe. The settlement has Size 0,  
Atmo 0, and Hydro 0. Starport class X is upgraded to class D. 
 
Barren Planet 
Generate the planet as a normal terrestrial world, with starport class X and no human 
settlement at all. The human settlement here is an orbital station, which has Size 0,  
Atmo 0, and Hydro 0. Generate its other characteristics normally, but upgrade starport 
class X to class D and this cannot be a resource-extracting world. 
 
Post-Collapse World 
There is evidence of former occupation, but there are no humans here now. They 
abandoned this planet or died out. Generate this planet like any other terrestrial world, 
then reduce its population to 0 after generating its tech index. If the starport is class A, B, 
or C, downgrade it to class D. Class X remains class X. 
 
Gas Giant 
This settlement is orbital and has Size 0, Atmo 0, Hydro 0. Starport class X is upgraded 
to class D. Generate the gas giant normally. None of the moons are habitable. 
 
Hostile Planet 
The settlement has Size 0, Atmo 0, Hydro 0, and is probably (but not necessarily) orbital. 
Starport class X is upgraded to class D. The planet is a terrestrial world. Generate its 
characteristics normally except it has a violent atmosphere rated 7+. Roll 1d6 to 
determine the actual rating: 
Roll Atmo 
1 7 
2-3 8 
4-5 9 
6 A+ 
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Spaceship Caravan 
The settlement is made of a fleet of spaceships. Collectively, they have Size 0, Atmo 0, 
Hydro 0, and are otherwise similar to asteroid belt settlements, except they cannot be 
resource-extracting. 
 
Transhumanist Collapse 
This planet was once occupied by humans, but an evolutionary experiment failed, 
resulting in dangerous, degenerate life forms. Anti-human parasites, degenerate human-
animal hybrids, feral uplifted animals, savage humanoids, etc. For size, roll 1d6+4. For 
atmosphere, roll 2d6+5. For other characteristics, generate normally. If the starport is 
class A, B, or C, downgrade it to class D. Class X remains class X. Reduce population 
and tech index to zero. 
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GAS GIANT GENERATION 
These planets have atmospheres composed primarily of hydrogen, and thus serve as a 
source of fuel for spacefarers. 
 
Step 1. Size. 
Roll 2d6 to determine the size of the gas giant. 
 
Roll Code Size category 
2 A Tiny gas dwarf (Earth-sized). 
3 B Gas dwarf. 
4-5 Γ Small giant. 
6-7 Δ Medium giant 
8-9 Ε Large giant. 
10-11 Z Super giant. 
12+ H Brown dwarf. 
 
 
Step 2. Atmosphere. 
Roll 1d6 to determine the temperature and content of the gas giant’s upper atmosphere. 
 
Roll Code Type of gas giant 
0 A Ice giant. 
1-2 B Ammonia clouds (I). 
3 Γ Water vapour (II). 
4 Δ Cloudless hydrogen (III). 
5-6 Ε Alkali clouds (IV). 
7-9 Ζ Silica clouds (V). 
10+ H Brown dwarf fusion. 
 
Modifiers: 
Brown dwarf  +9 
Inner zone  +3 
Large giant  +1 
Outer zone  -2 
Super giant  +2 
 
 
Step 3. Storm Rating. 
Unless the gas giant is a brown dwarf, roll 1d6 to determine the gas giant’s storm rating 
index. Apply -2 for an ice gaint or gas dwarf, and -1 for a small or medium gas giant. 
When a starship tries to skim fuel off a gas giant, rolling this number or less on 1d6 
indicates they must deal with a harsh storm. 
 
Brown dwarfs are too hot to skim for fuel. 
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Step 4. Rings. 
Roll 2d6 to determine ring prominence. 
 
Roll Ring 
0-6 No ring 
7-9 Faint ring. 
10+ Prominent ring. 
 
Modifiers: 
Size A-B -2 
Size Δ-E  +1 
Size Z-H +2 
 
 
Step 4. Moons. 
A gas giant may have dozens of small satellites. Roll 1d6 to determine the number of 
major satellites. 
 
Modifiers 
Size A  -2 
Size B  -1 
Size Δ  +1 
Size E  +2 
Size Z  +3 
Size H  +4 
 
For each major satellite of an ice giant or gas dwarf, roll 1d6 to determine its size rating. 
For each major satellite of a small, medium, large, or super giant, roll 2d6 to determine its 
size rating. Major moons of a brown dwarf may be generated as if they were regular 
terrestrial planets in the habitable zone, or in the inner zone if the brown dwarf is in the 
inner zone (ignore gas giant moon modifiers). 
 
Modifiers: 
Gas giant size A  -2 
Gas giant size B  -1 
Gas giant size Γ  -5 
Gas giant size Δ  -4 
Gas giant size E  -3 
Gas giant size Z  -2 
 
Satellites can be detailed further using the terrestrial planets section. Moons of a gas giant 
with atmosphere Z in an outer orbit may count as being in the habitable zone, because of 
the heat given off by the gas giant itself. 
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TERRESTRIAL PLANET GENERATION 
For generating planets composed primarily of rocky or solid material, use these tables. 
These can also turn out to be asteroid belts. 
 
 
1. Size 
Roll 2d6 to determine the planet’s size. This number also influence’s the planet’s 
atmosphere and hydrographic percentage. 
 
Roll Code Size 
0 0 Asteroid 
1 1 Small 
2 2 Small 
3 3 Small 
4 4 Medium 
5 5 Medium 
6 6 Medium 
7 7 Large 
8 8 Large 
9 9 Large 
10+ A Huge 
 
Modifiers: 
Habitable zone -2 
Inner orbit -3 
Outer orbit -1 
Red main star -1 
 
If there is no terrestrial planet in a star’s habitable zone, the main human settlement in 
this hex must be located on either a hostile planet, an asteroid belt, or on the satellite of a 
gas giant. If the habitable zone is occupied by a gas giant, one or more of its moons could 
be capable of sustaining human life. Determine the size of a gas giant’s moons using the 
formula in the gas giant section instead of this one. 
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2. Atmosphere 
If size is 0, atmosphere is also 0. If size is 1+, roll 2D+size code to determine atmosphere. 
 
Roll Code Atmosphere  Tags 
2-7 0 No atmosphere.  Hos, Vac. 
8 1 Trace atmosphere. Hos, Vac. 
9 2 Very thin and tainted. Ted. 
10 2 Very thin. 
11 3 Thin and tainted.  Ted. 
12 3 Thin. 
13 4 Standard. 
14 4 Standard and tainted. Ted 
15 5 Dense. 
16 5 Dense and tainted. Ted. 
17 7 Exotic   Ted. 
18-19 8 Corrosive.  Hos. 
20+ 9 Insidious.  Hos. 
 
Modifiers: 
Gas giant moon -2 
Inner zone -2 
Outer zone -4 
 
Explanation of Code and Tags 
 
Code Atmosphere 
0 No atmosphere. 
1 Trace. 
2 Very thin. Requires equipment to breathe. 
3 Thin. 
4 Standard. 
5 Dense. 
6 Layered (with a breathable layer). 
7 Exotic. Harmful to lungs but not skin. 
8 Corrosive. Harmful to skin but not protective suits. 
9 Insidious. Harmful to normal protective suits. 
A Ice giant. 
B Ammonia cloud gas giant. 
Γ Water cloud gas giant. 
Δ Cloudless gas giant. 
Ε Alkali cloud gas giant. 
Ζ Silica cloud gas giant. 
 
The Greek series are for giant planets, not terrestrial worlds. 
 
Relevant tags: 
Dry Dry world.  Hydro 0-3. 
Hos Hostile atmosphere. Atmo 0-1 or 8+. 
Ted Tainted atmosphere. Atmo 2, 4, 7, or 9, that is also Ted. 
Vac Vacuum world.  Atmo 0-1. 
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3. Hydrographic Coverage. 
For inner orbits, hydrographic coverage is 0, since liquid water is impossible. Size 0 
worlds have 0 hydrographic coverage. For planets of size 1+ in the habitable zone and 
outer orbits, roll 2D+size code: 
 
Roll Code Percentage Tags 
0-7 0 0%  Dry if size 1+, Des if atmo 2-5. 
8 1 10%  Dry 
9 2 20%  Dry 
10 3 30%  Dry 
11 4 40% 
12 5 50% 
13 6 60% 
14 7 70% 
15 8 80% 
16 9 90%  Wat 
17+ A 100%  Wat 
 
Modifiers: 
Atmosphere code 0-1 -4 
Atmosphere code 7+ -4 
Outer zone  -2 
 
If the atmosphere code is 7+, the planet’s surface liquid is not actually water, but 
something else, or at least tainted water. Add the fluid oceans tag (Flo). 
 
A planet that has both size A and hydrographic coverage A can be an ocean world, 
instead of a rocky terrestrial world. An ocean world with atmosphere 0-1 has an outer 
crust of ice and liquid water underneath that layer. 
 
 
 
4. Temperature 
For planets with atmosphere 2-7, roll 1D to determine average temperatures: 
 
Roll Temperature 
1 Colder than Earth. 
2-3 Earth-like temperatures. 
4 Extreme temperature variance. 
5 Much colder than Earth. 
6 Warmer than Earth. 
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5. Satellites. 
If the planet is already the satellite of a gas giant, it has no moons of it’s own. Otherwise, 
roll 1D to determine the number of moons orbiting a terrestrial planet. 
 
Modifiers: 
Habitable zone  -1 
Inner zone  -2 
Large planet  -1 
Medium-sized planet -2 
Ocean world  -3 
Small planet  -3 
 
Roll 1d6 to determine each satellite’s size. 
 
Roll 
0-1 Tiny 
2-3 Small 
4-5 Large 
6+ Huge 
 
Modifiers: 
Huge planet  +1 
Inner orbit  -1 
Small planet  -2 
Medium planet  -1 
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WEIRD PLANET GENERATION 
For a weird planet, roll 2d6 and consult the following table to see how this planet is 
stranger than normal: 
 
Roll 
2 Vacuum world. 
3 Water world. 
4 Huge world. 
5 High gravity. 
6 Low gravity. 
7 Large gas giant moon. 
8 Tainted atmosphere. 
9 Desert world. 
10 Layered atmosphere. 
11 Subterranean atmosphere. 
12 Choose 2 characteristics. 
 
Weird Planet Characteristics 
When you are instructed to generate characteristics normally, then change a stat, always 
change the stat rating before determining the qualities of the human population. These 
factors should alway affect rolls for population, regulation levels, and tech index. 
 
Desert World 
This world has hydrographic coverage 0. Generate all other characteristics normally (re-
roll a result of Size 0), then change this stat. 
 
High Gravity 
The gravity on this world is noticeably high. Add +2 to the roll for atmosphere and +1 to 
the roll for number of moons. 
 
Huge World 
Add +4 to this planet’s size roll before generating its other characteristics. 
 
Large Gas Giant Moon 
This planet is a large moon orbiting a gas giant. Add +2 to the roll for the gas giant’s size 
and generate the moon like a normal terrestrial planet in the habitable zone (ignore gas 
giant moon modifiers). 
 
Layered Atmosphere 
This world has atmosphere 6. Generate all other characteristics normally, with +1 to the 
roll for size, then change this stat (but keep Flo and Ted tags if generated). 
 
Low Gravity 
The gravity on this world is noticeably low. Re-roll any result that would make the size 
of the planet 0. A huge or even large low gravity world with hydrographic coverage A is 
also an ocean world. 
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Subterranean Atmosphere 
This world has atmosphere 6 and sizeable subterranean areas. The air is breathable 
underground because either the top of the atmosphere is lower than, or about the same 
level as, the majority of the planet’s surface ground, or because the air above ground is 
toxic. Add +2 to the roll for size, and generate other characteristics normally, then cut the 
hydrographic coverage in half (round down) and change the atmosphere rating to 6. Keep 
the Ted tag if generated, but remove the Flo tag. 
 
Tainted Atmosphere 
The atmosphere on this planet is Tainted. Roll 1d6+3 to determine the size rating of this 
world and 1d6+10 to determine its atmosphere. Add the Ted tag if necessary, then 
generate other characteristics normally. 
 
Vacuum World 
This world has atmosphere 0. Generate all other characteristics normally, with +1 to the 
roll for size, then change this stat. 
 
Water World 
This world has hydrographic coverage A. Add +2 to the roll for size and generate all 
other characteristics normally, then change this stat. 
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Civilization 

 
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 
 
Step 1. Starport Details. 
There is more to a starport than just how capable it is of building and repairing starships. 
 
Starport Authority 
For each starport (including class X), roll 2d6 to determine starport authority. 
 
Roll Starport Authority 
0-4 Starport is independent. 
5-6 Colonial starport. 
7+ Imperial starport. 
 
Modifiers: 
All adjacent hexes are occupied +2 
Core world   +1 
Dead world   +1 
No adjacent hexes are occupied -2 
Starport type X   -3 
The wilds   -1 
 

“The advance of civilization is nothing but
an exercise in the limiting of privacy.”

― Isaac Asimov, Foundation’s Edge
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Further procedures: 
If a class C starport is not Imperial, downgrade it to class D. 
If a starport is class X, Imperial or colonial authority indicates that space has been cleared 
for those authorities to land starships easily. 
 
Naval Bases 
For each Imperial starport of class A or B, roll 2d6. A result of 8+ indicates the presence 
of a naval base. Class C starports cannot support naval bases. 
 
Modifiers: 
Spacelanes to 1 world with a colonial starport within 3 hexes  +1 
Spacelanes to multiple worlds with colonial starports within 3 hexes +2 
 
Scout Bases 
For each Imperial starport (not class X), roll 2d6. A result of 10+ indicates the presence 
of a scout base. 
 
Modifiers: 
All adjacent hexes occupied -1 
Class B starport   +1 
Class C starport   +2 
No adjacent hexes are occupied +2 
Only 1 adjacent hex is occupied +1 
 
 
 
 
Step 2. Generating the World’s Physical Characteristics. 
The settlement is either part of an asteroid belt or on an exoplanet. Use whichever 
generation methods are appropriate to create the planet or asteroid’s physical features 
(see later sections). 
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Step 3. Population 
For settlements in the Core, roll 3d6, drop the lowest, and keep only the two highest dice. 
For settlements in the Outskirts and Reaches, roll 2d6. 
The population code number is also used to generate the government type. 
 
Roll Normal Garden world Atmo 0-2 Atmo 7+ 
2 0 1D-1  0  0 
3 1 0  0  1 
4 2 4  1  2 
5 3 5  2  3 
6 4 6  3  3 
7 5 6  4  4 
8 6 7  5  5 
9 7 7  6  5 
10 8 8  7  6 
11 9 9  8  7 
12 A A  9  8 
 
“Normal” means the world is not a garden world and has an atmosphere rating of 3-6. 
A garden world has Atmo 3-6, Hydro 5-7, Size 6-8, and no Ted tag. 
 
Code Population  Tags 
0 No people.  Bar 
1 Tens or dozens.  Lop 
2 Hundreds.  Lop 
3 Thousands.  Lop 
4 Tens of thousands. 
5 Hundreds of thousands. 
6 Millions. 
7 Tens of millions. 
8 Hundreds of millions. Hip 
9 One billion.  Hip 
A Multiple billions.  Hip 
 
The actual population can vary considerably, from a little less than the listed number, to 
something closer to the next higher number, since the code also takes into account the 
activity of the population and the rate of population growth. Two planets with equal 
population could conceivably have different population codes, if one population is 
stagnant, unproductive, and shrinking, while the other is active and rising. 
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Step 4. Government 
Roll 2d6+population code to determine the settlement’s type of government. 
 
Roll Code Government   Tags 
0-7 0 No organized government.  
8 1 Corporate structure. 
9 2 Participatory. 
10 3 Self-perpetuating oligarchy. 
11 4 Elected representation. 
12 5 Feudal technocracy. 
13 6 Captive government.  Sub 
14 7 Balkanization. 
15 8 Civil service bureaucracy. 
16 9 Impersonal bureaucracy. 
17 A Charismatic dictator.  Tot 
18 B Non-charismatic leader.  Tot 
19 Γ Charismatic oligarchy.  Tot 
20+ Δ Religious dictatorship.  Tot 
 
The Greek series are reserved for large autocratic or totalitarian states. Corporate, 
participatory, and oligarchic governments can all come under the sway of a charismatic 
leader or become a religious dictatorship, but these government types do not indicate that 
they are large, totalitarian societies. 
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Step 5. Regulation Levels 
Roll 2D to determine the presence and influence of legal structures in this society. 
 
Roll TC Law level   Tags 
0 X No laws at all. 
1-3 D Basic or ineffective laws. 
4-6 C Permissive legal structures. 
7-9 B Complex legal structures. 
10-11 A Strict legal structures.  Tot 
12+ A Totalitarian legal structure. Tot 
 
Modifiers: 
Gov code 0  -5 
Gov code 1-4  -2 
Gov code A+  +4 
Hostile atmosphere +1 
 
Regulation Trade Codes: 
A Strict or totalitarian laws. 
B Complex legal structures. 
C Permissive legal structures. 
D Basic or ineffective laws. 
X No laws. 
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Step 6. Tech Level. 
Roll 1D to determine the settlement’s tech index. 
 
Roll Code TC Technology level 
0 0 X No industrial technology. 
1 1 D Early industrial technology. 
2 2 D Early industrial technology. 
3 3 D Early industrial technology. 
4 4 C Pre-stellar industrial technology. 
5 5 C Pre-stellar industrial technology. 
6 6 C Pre-stellar industrial technology. 
7 7 B Post-stellar industrial technology. 
8 8 B Post-stellar industrial technology. 
9 9 B Post-stellar industrial technology. 
10 A A High-tech development. 
11 B A High-tech development. 
12 Γ A High-tech development, leader in one area. 
13 Δ A High-tech development, leader in two areas. 
14 E A High-tech development, leader in three areas. 
15 Z A High-tech development, leader in four areas. 
16 H A High-tech development, leader in five areas. 
 
Modifiers: 
Atmo 0-2 and Starport A or B +1 
Atmo 0-2 and Starport C, D, or X +2 
Atmo 3-6 and Starport X  -2 
Atmo 7+    +2 
Gov 5    +1 
Gov A or B   -1 
Gov Δ    -2 
Hydro 9 or A   +1 
Pop 1-3    +1 
Pop 8+    +2 
Size 0    +1 
Starport A   +4 
Starport B   +2 
 
If a world with a class C starport has a tech index code of 0-3, downgrade it to a class D 
starport. If a settlement is an orbital colony, generate tech level as if it were an asteroid, 
not a settlement on the world itself. 
 
Trade Code Classifications: 
A Hi-tech. 
B Post-stellar industrial technology. 
C Pre-stellar industrial technology. 
D Early industrial technology. 
X No industrial technology. 
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Tech Leader 
A tech index of 12+ means everything the world produces is T12, plus the world is a 
galactic leader in one or more specific areas of technology. 
 
Roll Bioproducer 
1 Biotechnology. 
2 Medical sciences. 
3 Mentat training. 
4 Psychology. 
5 Terraforming. 
6 Therapeutics. 
 
Roll Cultural Centre or Hegemon 
1 Historical archives. 
2 Medical sciences. 
3 Mentat training. 
4 Psychology. 
5 Starship construction. 
6 Weapons technology. 
 
Roll Industrial World 
1 Bionic enhancements. 
2 Computing tech. 
3 Environmental tech. 
4 Manufacturing. 
5 Starship construction. 
6 Weapons technology. 
 
Roll Resource Extractor 
1 Bionic enhancements. 
2 Environmental tech. 
3 Medical sciences. 
4 Mentat training. 
5 Resource processing. 
6 Terraforming. 
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CLASSIFICATION CODES 
Every world has a physical survey code to define it. Each code is a string of numbers and 
Greek letters (representing two-digit numbers), with each position in the code referring to 
a different aspect of the planet. Every world also has a trade classification code attached 
to it, which is a string of Roman letters defining its economic status. 
 
Physical Survey Code 
This code includes rating for the following, in order: Starport Quality, Naval Presence, 
Scout Presence, Size, Atmosphere, Hydrographic Coverage, Population, Government 
Type, Tech Index. 
 
Starport is indicated by a Roman letter, either A, B, C, D, or X. The second position is 
either N, if there is a naval base, or 0 if there is not. The third position is either S, if there 
is a scout base, or 0 if there is not. Size, Atmosphere, Hydrographic Coverage, 
Population, Government Type, and Tech Index are rated in numbers, with 10+ being 
written with Greek capital letters, starting at A for 10. 
 
This code also includes tags that describe the physical nature of the planet. 
 
Trade Classification Code 
This code includes ratings for the following, in order: Starport, Bioproduction, Culture, 
Industry, Regulations, Resource Extraction, and Tech Level. Each category is given a 
Roman letter, A, B, C, D, or X. 
 
This code also includes tags that describe each of these ratings in more detail. 
 
 
ASSIGNING TAGS 
Every world has a series of important traits, which are abbreviated into three-letter tags. 
 
Complete List of Tags 
Agr Agricultural world. Bio with Hydro 4-8, and not Hrt. 
Aqu Aquacultural world. Bio with Hydro 9+. 
Ast Asteroid.  Atmo 0, Hydro 0, and Size 0. 
Bar Barren world.  Pop 0. 
Bio Bioproduction world. Pop 5-7, and either both Atmo 3-6 and   
    Hydro 4-8, or both Atmo 2-6 and Hydro 9+. 
Clt Culture exporter.  See below. 
Des Desert world.  Atmo 2-6 and Hydro 0. 
Dev Developable world. Pop 0, and either Starport A-D 
    or Tech Index 1+. 
Din De-industrialized. Starport A-D, and either 
    Tech Index 0-3 or Pop 0. 
Dry Dry world.  Hydro 0-3 and Size 1+. 
Flo Fluid oceans.  Atmo 7+ and Hydro 1+. 
Gar Garden world.  Atmo 3-6, Hydro 5-7, Size 6-8, and not Ted. 
Heg Hegemonic world. See below. 
Hge Huge world.  Size A+. 
Hip High population.  Pop 8+. 
Hit Hi-tech world.  Tech Index 10+. 
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Hos Hostile atmosphere. Atmo 0-1 or 8+. 
Hrt Horticultural world. Bio with Hydro 4-8, and not Agr. 
Ice Ice-capped world. Atmo 0-1 and Hydro 1+. 
Ind Industrial world.  Pop 9+, Tech Index 4+, and either Ted or   
    Vac tags; or Pop 8+ and Tech Index 10+. 
Lop Low population.  Pop 1-3. 
Lot Low tech world.  Tech Index 1-3. 
Lrg Large world.  Size 7-9. 
Med Medium-sized world. Size 4-6. 
Nag Non-agricultural.  Pop 5+, and either Atmo 0-2 and Hydro 0-4, 
    or Atmo 7+; or Pop 9+ and either Atmo 0-2   
    or Hydro 0-2. 
Nex Non-extracting world. Pop 0-3 and see below. 
Nin Non-industrial world. Pop 1-6 and Tech Index 4+. 
Pco Prison / penal colony. Gov 6, Pop 1-5, and 
    Regulation A or B. 
Por Poor world.  Atmo 2-3 and Hydro 0-3. 
Pin Proto-industrial.  Pop 6-8, Tech Index 4+, and either Ted or 
    Vac tags; or Pop 6-7 and Tech Index 10+. 
Rch Rich world.  Atmo 4-6, and Pop 6-8. 
Res Resource extracting. Lack of Bio, Clt, Dev, Heg, Ind, 
    Lop, Nex, Pco, and Unt tags. 
Sat Satellite.   Satellite of a gas giant. 
Sml Small world.  Size 1-3. 
Stb Stable world  See below. 
 (self-sufficient). 
Sub Subaltern world.  Government 6 or colonial starport. 
Ted Tainted atmosphere. Atmo 2-6 that is tainted. 
Tot Total regulation.  Gov A+ or Regulation A. 
Unt Untouched world. Pop 0, Starport X, and Tech Index 0. 
Vac Vacuum world.  Atmo 0-1. 
Wat Water world.  Atmo 2-6 and Hydro 9+. 
Xin Un-industrialized. Starport X, and either Pop 0 or 
    Tech Index 0-3. 
 
 
WHAT DO TAGS DO? 
Tags influence the price of goods being bought or sold on a world. See the trade section 
for details. 
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THE TRADE CLASSIFICATION CODES 
The trade classification codes are mostly concerned with the planet’s trade capabilities 
and opportunities. 
 
STARPORT 
A Shipyard. 
B Starport with extensive repair facilities. 
C Starport with fuel refinery and basic repair facilities. 
D Starport with only one function (fuel refinery, repairs, mail depot, etc). 
X No starport at all. 
 
These codes are also used in the physical survey code. 
Starport type is determined when the map is created. 
 
 
BIOPRODUCTION 
A Mass exporter of food. Requires Bio tag. 
B Self-sufficient world, has the Stb tag. 
C Mass importer of food. Requires Nag tag. 
D “Dead” world, with no humans. Requires Bar tag. 
X No biological life at all. Requires Bar and Hos tags. 
 
Relevant tags: 
Agr Agricultural world. Bio with Hydro 4-8, and not Hrt. 
Aqu Aquacultural world. Bio with Hydro 9+. 
Bar Barren world.  Pop 0. 
Bio Bioproduction world. Pop 5-7, and either both Atmo 3-6 and   
    Hydro 4-8, or both Atmo 2-6 and Hydro 9+. 
Gar Garden world.  Atmo 3-6, Hydro 5-7, Size 6-8, and not Ted. 
Hos Hostile atmosphere. Atmo 0-1 or 8+. 
Hrt Horticultural world. Bio with Hydro 4-8, and not Agr. 
Nag Non-agricultural.  Pop 5+, and either Atmo 0-2 and Hydro 0-4, 
    or Atmo 7+; or Pop 9+ and either Atmo 0-2   
    or Hydro 0-2. 
Stb Stable world  See below. 
 (self-sufficient) 
 
Agricultural and Horticultural Worlds 
A bioproduction world with Hydro 4-8 is either an agricultural world (Agr) if animals are 
raised for food, or a horticultural world (Hrt) if only vegetable matter is exported. 
 
Self-Sufficient Worlds 
Any world that does not meet the requirements for A, C, D, or X is considered a stable, 
self-sufficient world, class B, and has the Stb tag. 
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CULTURE 
A Cultural or military hegemon. Requires the Heg tag. 
B Major exporter of culture, non-hegemonic. Requires the Clt tag. 
C Cultural importer, non-exporter. 
D Captive or colonial world. Requires Sub tag. 
X No culture. Requires Bar tag. 
 
Relevant tags: 
Bar Barren world.  Population 0. 
Clt Culture exporter.  See below. 
Heg Hegemonic world. See below. 
Sub Subaltern world.  Colonial starport or government 6. 
 
Cultural Exporters 
The Clt tag may be assigned as desired by the GM, based on emergent cultural patterns 
on the map. It is recommended that any world with 4-6 spacelane exits be assigned the 
Clt tag if it also has one or more of the following: a class A starport, Population 8+, or the 
Rch tag. 
 
Hegemons 
The Heg tag may be assigned as desired by the GM, based on emergent cultural patterns 
on the map. It is recommended that only worlds with one or more of the following be 
assigned the Heg tag: a class A starport, a naval base, Population 8+, or Tech Index 10+. 
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INDUSTRY 
A Industrial world, given over completely to manufacturing. 
 Requries Ind tag. 
B Industrialized world, but industry is secondary. 
C Non-industrial world, where large-scale industry is impossible. 
 Requires Nin tag. 
D De-industrialized world. Requires Din tag. 
X World untouched by industry. Requires Xin tag. 
 
Relevant tags: 
Din De-industrialized. Starport A-D, and either 
    Tech Index 0-3 or Pop 0. 
Ind Industrial world.  Pop 9+, Tech Index 4+, and either Ted or   
    Vac tags; or Pop 8+ and Tech Index 10+. 
Nin Non-industrial world. Pop 1-5 and Tech Index 4+. 
Pin Proto-industrial.  Pop 6-8, Tech Index 4+, and either Ted or 
    Vac tags; or Pop 6-7 and Tech Index 10+. 
Xin Un-industrialized. Starport X, and either Pop 0 or 
    Tech Index 0-3. 
 
Class B Industry 
Worlds without the Din, Ind, Nin, or Xin tags are by default class B industry. This 
includes proto-industrial worlds. Class B does not impose a tag of its own. 
 
 
REGULATION 
A Strict legal structures, heavily regulated. 
B Complex legal structures, may inhibit free trading. 
C Permissive legal structures. 
D Basic or ineffective laws, lack of protections. 
X No real regulating authority. 
 
Regulation is determined along with other details of human settlements. 
The more tightly regulated a world is, the more hassle traders get from the authorities. 
The more loosly regulated a world is, the more hassle traders get from thieves. 
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RESOURCE EXTRACTION 
A Resource extraction is primary activity. Res tag. 
B Resource extraction is a secondary activity. 
C Resource extraction is minimal and only supports locals. Nex tag. 
D Resources have been developed before or are ready now, but activity is 
 zero. Requires the Dev tag. 
X Resources have never been extracted. Requires the Unt tag. 
 
Relevant Tags: 
Dev Developable world. Pop 0, and either Starport A-D or Tech 
    Index 1+. 
Nex Non-extracting world. Pop 0-3 and see below. 
Res Resource-extracting world Lack of Bio, Clt, Dev, Heg, Ind, Lop, Nex, 
    Pco, and Unt tags. 
Unt Untouched world. Pop 0, Starport X, and Tech Index 0. 
 
Resource Tags 
A world with Population 0-3 gains the Nex tag. A world with Population 4+ may have 
the Nex tag, at the GM’s discretion, if it also has any of the following tags: Bio, Clt, Heg, 
Ind, or Pco. A world without any of the following tags gains the Res tag: Bio, Clt, Dev, 
Heg, Ind, Lop, Pco, Unt. 
 
 
TECH 
A Tech Index 10+. 
B Tech Index 7-9. 
C Tech Index 4-6. 
D Tech Index 1-3. 
X Tech Index 0. 
 
Relevant tags: 
Hit Hi-tech world.  Tech Index 10+. 
Lot Low tech world.  Tech Index 1-3. 
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Adventuring 

 
 
CHARACTERS 
The protagonists of this game are a crew of usually ex-military personnel who have 
acquired a starship and gone freelance. Play consists of their various adventures trying to 
get rich in the nascent private sector of a civilization built on command economies, caste 
systems, and oligarchic domination, now crawling out of a post-collapse dark age. 
 
Powered by the Apocalypse 
Although the setting is very much an homage to Traveller, the basic rules are a variation 
of those found in Apocalypse World. The most structured parts of the game involve 
dealing with the economy—things like buying commodities, managing a starship, and 
navigating red tape and trade tariffs. Braving personal danger is much more freeform and 
dependent on how the fictional situation is described. 
 

“It occurs to me that our survival may depend upon our
talking to one another.”

― Dan Simmons, Hyperion
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ROLLING DICE 
Often you must interact with the rules. When you describe your character making a 
move—either a basic move or a special move that you have selected—or when the rules 
call for you to make a roll, you must roll the dice and consult the rules to see what the 
outcome of the action is. 
 
Normally, you roll 2d6 and add one of your stats. A final result of 6 or less is called a 
miss. A final result of 7 or higher is called a hit. A roll of 7-9 is a weak hit, a roll of 10 or 
11 is a strong hit, and a total of 12 or more is an exceptional hit. Consult the rules of each 
move to determine exactly what happens. 
 
Advantage/Disadvantage 
Sometimes you will have an advantage or a disadvantage. If you have the advantage, 
instead of rolling 2d6, roll 3d6 and remove the lowest die. If you are at a disadvantage, 
roll 3d6 and remove the highest die. You will still be left with a total between 2 and 12 
which is then modified by one of your stats, but the probabilities will be skewed in one 
direction or the other. 
 
If both advantages and disadvantages count for the same roll, they cancel each other out, 
1-for-1. Whichever there are more of is what counts in the end: more advantages than 
disadvantages means you have advantage. If you have multiple advantages, you still only 
roll 3d6 and remove the lowest. Only special moves can allow you to take advantage of 
more than 1 advantage. Likewise, if you have more than one disadvantage, you still only 
roll 3d6 and remove the highest die. 
 
Furthermore, there are 3 categories of ’vantages: circumstantial, personal, and 
technological. For any single roll, no more than one advantage and one disadvantage may 
count in each category. 
 
Expertise 
Each character has two areas of expertise. The first is their primary, occupational 
expertise. This should be described as a job. Your character has all the skills and 
knowledge needed to perform this job. Your secondary expertise should be described in a 
much narrower fashion—as a skill or a degree, or some kind of knowledge that does not 
encompass an entire occupation or profession, but is not included as part of your 
occupational expertise. Your expertise counts as personal advantage if it can be leveraged 
while making a move. 
 
Stats 
You have four stats: cold, deep, heavy, and sharp. They are rated from -1 to +3, with 0 
being “average.” These scores modify your rolls. For example, when a move tells you to 
roll+cold, add your cold rating to the final total of the dice. 
 
Sources 
You can use your sources for aid or information. If they are people, you must get in touch 
with them. If they are places or societies, you must be using your familiarity to get 
something from them. If they are memories or past experiences, you can think about them 
at any time, but it may be hard to justify getting aid from them, they way you can get aid 
from a friend or colleague. 
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BASIC MOVES 
Whenever you describe your character undertaking one of the following actions during 
the game, you are making that move and you must roll the dice: 

When you access a source, roll+deep. 
When you commit assault, roll+heavy. 
When you deploy a technological solution, roll+sharp. 
When you evade detection, pursuit, or trouble, roll+cold. 
When you hold steady under pressure, roll+cold. 
When you look for clues or weakness, roll+sharp. 
When you negotiate with an NPC, roll+deep. 
When you recover from harm, roll+heavy. 
When you suffer harm, roll the harm in dice. 

 
Helping and Hindering 
This may require you to make a move yourself. If you help another PC, they get a 
circumstantial advantage, but any consequences may also affect you. If you hinder them, 
they get a circumstantial disadvantage, but on a hit, may be able to get revenge. 
 
 
ACCESS A SOURCE 
When you access a source, roll+deep. On a 7-9, your source will provide you with 
information, but nothing more. On a 10+, your source will also provide you with both aid 
and information. On a 12+, your source also provides you with an opportunity. On a 
miss, the GM decides. 
 
 
COMMIT ASSAULT 
When you commit assault, roll+heavy. On a hit, you inflict direct or conditional harm, 
as established. Additionally, on a 12+, you can also choose 2 from the list below. On a 
10-11, choose 1: 

You defend yourself. 
You execute a maneuver. 
You inflict terrible harm (+1 harm). 

On a miss, the GM decides. 
 
If you do not inflict direct or specific harm, by default you inflict conditional harm, 
which allows your victim an out. Suppressive fire allows them to stay behind cover, 
physical coercion allows them to comply with your demands before you hurt them more. 
If you don’t have a direct line of fire, or your enemy is behind too much cover, you can’t 
inflict direct or specific harm. 
 
Defending yourself means using cover effectively, blocking or dodging your opponent’s 
attacks, or simply not giving your enemy an opening to take advantage of. Reduce the 
harm from any moves made against you by the appropriate amount. 
 
A maneuver can put you in a better position, allow you to defend someone else, or take 
away an enemy’s advantage. 
 
Terrible harm means you inflict +1 harm, if you manage to inflict harm. Even if you 
don’t inflict harm, assaults are usually stressful. 
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DEPLOY TECH 
When you deploy a technological solution, roll+sharp. On a 7-9, there is a problem with 
your solution. On a 10+, there isn’t. On a 12+, it also works better than you expected. 
On a miss, the gm decides. 
 
 
EVADE 
When you evade detection, pursuit, or trouble, roll+cold. On a 7-9, you’ve got a hard 
choice to make to stay untouched, the GM will tell you what. On a 10+, you don’t, it’s 
all good. On a 12+, if you have an escape route, you can also exit the scene right now. 
On a miss, the GM decides. 
 
 
HOLD STEADY 
When you hold steady under pressure, roll+cold. On a 7-9, you can take one action and 
then give in or you can hesitate but hold yourself steady. On a 10+, act how you will. On 
a 12+, you can also ask 1 question as if you had drawn someone out in conversation or 
looked for clues or weakness. On a miss, the GM decides. 
 
 
LOOK FOR CLUES OR WEAKNESS 
When you look for clues or weakness, roll+sharp. On a hit, the GM will tell you the 
most obvious clue or weakness. Additionally, on a 7-9, you can ask the GM 1 question 
from the list below and get an honest answer. On a 10-11, ask 2. On a 12+, you can ask 
2 questions, but you are not limited to the list: 

How can I get into / out of / through this? 
What does my expertise tell me about this? 
What happens next? 
What is false or misleading here? 
Where does the most danger lie? 

On a miss, ask 1 question anyway, but you let an opportunity slip by in the looking. 
 
 
NEGOTIATE 
When you negotiate with someone, you roll+deep and they name their price. On a 12+, 
they must admit the lowest price they are willing to accept. On a 10-11, they can either 
admit the lowest price they are willing to accept, or ask for something more and trust you 
to pay it. On a 7-9, they must name a price they can actually live with. On a miss, the 
GM decides. 
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RECOVER 
When you recover from harm, roll+heavy. On a 10+, you recover both fully and 
quickly, and on a 12+, you are also unhindered by your injuries. On a 7-9, you recover 
fully or quickly, but not both. On a miss, the GM decides. 
 
For injuries in the field, medical attention determines how bad the actual injuries are, 
plus… 

Fully means your wounds are stabilized. Remove any countdowns related to 
them. 

Quickly means you recover immediately, instead of having to wait and rest. 
Unhindered means you recover the use of all your faculties, limbs, and senses. 

 
For long-term recovery, medical attention stabilizes your wounds and keeps you from 
dying, plus… 

Fully means your wounds heal, leaving only scars. 
Quickly means your hospital stay is short, and thus less expensive. 
Unhindered means your wounds heal without leaving scars. 

 
When you write an injury down on your sheet, it can be in three possible states: 

Critical means it will continue to get worse. This includes bleeding wounds, 
concussions, and broken bones. 

Stabilized means it won’t get worse on its own, but it still needs to be healed. 
Or it can be crossed off, in which case it is just a scar. It doesn’t put you at a 

personal disadvantage the way unhealed wounds do, but it’s still a visible 
reminder that you’ve been hurt before. 

Once a wound is erased, little or no trace of it remains. 
 
 
SUFFERING HARM 
When you suffer harm, roll the harm in dice and keep the two highest. If you suffer only 
1-harm, roll 3d6 and keep the two lowest. On a 10+, you suffer a critical wound. Create a 
countdown with steps equal to 2+heavy. Each time you take an action that does not 
stabilize your injury, cross off one step. When you cross off all steps, you die. On a 7-9, 
the wound is crippling or impairing in some way. On a miss, the wound is mostly 
cosmetic, or causes you to lose your footing or your grip, but no more. 
 
Most damaging effects are rated between 1-harm and 4-harm. If you have armour, reduce 
the harm by your armour’s rating. Suffering 0-harm might still cause you to lose your 
footing or your grip, but no more than that. 

Conventional armour is 1-armour if light and 2-armour if heavy. It does not 
protect against energy weapons. 

Cover can give you +1 armour or even +2 armour. 
Reflec gives you +1 armour against energy weapons. 
Robot suits can provide up to 3-armour against conventional weapons and  

1-armour against energy weapons. 
A personal shield blocks all ranged attacks from conventional weapons and 

counts as either 1-armour or 2-armour against close combat attacks and energy 
weapons, depending on the setting. 
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PERIPHERAL MOVES 
 
Use these moves when you try to conduct business in a starport: 

When you look for cargo, roll+deep. 
When you look for passengers, roll+deep. 
When you look for trade goods to buy, roll+deep. 

 
Each cycle, one person must make each of these moves: 

Roll+cold to fend off space madness. 
Roll+deep to manage your business costs. 
Roll+heavy for starship repair and maintenance. 
Roll+sharp for jump drive maintenance. 

 
 
STARSHIP MANEUVERS 
Making moves in a starship or other vehicle remains the same. You can commit assault 
with your starship’s lasers; you can deploy technological solutions in the form of signals 
warfare or pre-programmed flight maneuvers; you can evade detection by hiding in a gas 
giant’s atmosphere; and you might have to hold steady under the pressure of the violent 
storms in order to do so. The only difference is that a starship takes damage instead of 
suffering harm. 
 
When your starship is damaged, roll for what system is primarily affected (consult the 
ship sheet), then roll the damage in dice. Reduce damage dice by the starship’s shield 
rating, and reduce them by 1 further if the affected system’s section is armoured. If any 
damage remains, roll the damage in dice and keep the two highest. If the ship takes only 
1-damage, roll 3d6 and keep the two lowest. On a 10+, mark hits to the ship equal to the 
weapon’s damage rating, and the affected system is ruined. On a 7-9, mark 1 hit to the 
ship, and the affected system is damaged. On a miss, mark 1 hit to the ship. No systems 
are affected. 
 
The damage rating is also affected by differences in size and class of the two ships. 
 
Damage that is reduced to 0 has only a cosmetic effect, if any. 
 
A ship that accumulates 10 hits is destroyed. 
 
Ship Stress 

1-3 hits marked: The ship has minor damage, repairs are cheap. 
4-6 hits marked: The ship has taken serious damage, and needs serious repairs. 
7-9 hits marked: The ship has suffered critical amounts of damage, and will 

take a great deal of time, effort, and money to repair. 
10+ hits marked: The ship is disabled and can only be used for scrap. 

 
A damaged (but not ruined) system imposes a technological disadvantage on the operator 
until it is repaired.
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EXPERIENCE 
At the end of a session (approximately 3-4 hours of play), if you followed your drive, you 
can mark experience. Once you have collected a certain number of experience marks, you 
can erase them and add an advancement to your character. 
 
Marks Advancement 
3+ Get a new source. 
6+ Get another special move from your service. 
7+ Get a special move from another service. 
9+ Get +1 to a stat that is currently at -1. 
10+ Get +1 to one of your stats (maximum stat+3). 
12+ Get a new skill that acts as a tertiary expertise. 
 
You can only take an advance that you've been working towards in the fiction. You need 
to make someone into a friend or ally in order to turn them into a source. If you want to 
improve a stat, there must be some reason why it would increase. If you want a new 
tertiary expertise, your character must have been gaining a substantial amount of 
knowledge, instruction, or training—you can't gain the equivalent of a four-year degree 
program from just a few weeks of study. The more marks you need to erase to get an 
advance, the more you need to justify it in the fiction. 
 
Changing Your Drive 
If you find that the drive you picked initially isn't really driving your character anymore, 
choose a new drive. You can choose from any service, if you like. You can't gain 
experience from two drives in a single session, however. 
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Protagonists 

 
 
CHARACTERS 
While the typical independent free trader is ex-military, and interested in mercenary jobs, 
speculative trading can attract people from a variety of backgrounds. 
 
Service 
To create a character, first choose which service you once belonged to. This determines 
what kind of occupational background, skills, contacts, and equipment you have. There 
are nine different character types: 

Civilian 
Criminal 
Merchant 
Navy 
Noble 
Psychologist 
Scout 
Security 
Space Marine 

 
There are 3 sections to a character: debts, identity, and possessions. 
 
Debts: In this category, you choose a drive, which determines how you collect 
experience, which can be used to improve your character over time, as well as a debt that 
haunts you and a reason to stay with the ship and the rest of the crew. 
 
Identity: Here you choose your background, expertise, special moves, and stats. Your 
choices here affect how you interact with the game rules more than any other. 
 
Possessions: Your possessions include not only your gear, but also your social rights, and 
your sources. Rights can vary between individuals, and depend on how well-connected 
one is, and what kind of background they come from. Sources are people, places, and 
things your character knows, that they can use for aid or information. 
 

“Little fish risking everything for a piece of godhood… and
not knowing heaven from hell, even when they find it.”

― Vernor Vinge, A Fire Upon the Deep
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CIVILIAN SERVICE 
Instead of leaving a military occupation behind to enter the private sector, your 
background is in a civilian career. 
 
CIVILIAN DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the factions 
you or the other players create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Exploration: The universe is out there. You owe it to yourself, to humanity, to the 
universe itself, to find something new in it. You also owe a debt to the faction that 
expects you to share the fruits of that exploration. Mark xp when you pursue a dangerous 
investigation and it gets you into trouble. 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ Revolution: Society needs to change. Maybe one society, maybe one aspect of all 
societies. Choose a faction and some faction personalities, either from that faction or 
other factions, that you feel a debt toward. Mark xp when you lend tangible support to the 
movement you sympathise with. 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Addiction: You owe your addiction what it needs, and you owe the people who supply 
you with it, too. 
 
○ Criminal Past: You left an old life behind, but it hasn’t left you behind. A criminal 
faction wants you back, and they have leverage. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Mortgage: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out detainment, prison, a reservation, or 
servitude, and now you owe a faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ The Price of Success: You owe your successful career to someone else, either an 
individual or a faction, and they want things in return. 
 
○ Taxes: You still owe your homeworld money or services. 
 
○ Wanted: You have been accused of crimes that you did not commit, and are wanted by 
the authorities or a faction. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Acceptance: I can be myself here, they don’t judge me like everyone else does. What 
don’t they judge you for? 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ Joint Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A debt 
to whom? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
 
CIVILIAN IDENTITY 
 
Civilian Backgrounds 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Academic: You teach or work within the academy (this can include practicing 
medicine). Your occupational expertise must include an academic degree. You get  
2 additional rights and 2 additional sources within your academic field or within the 
academy administration. 
 
○ Managerial: You operate in the sphere of business, either as a diplomatic 
representative, a government employee, or a private sector entrepreneur. Your 
occupational expertise must describe what you do. You may have an appropriate 
academic or technical degree as part of your occupational expertise or as your secondary 
expertise if you wish. You get 1 additional right and 3 additional business sources, on 
worlds of your choice. They can be political or private sector. 
 
○ Media: You produce media, as an artist, performer, presenter, or manager. Your 
occupational expertise must reflect this, and may include an academic or technical 
degree, if appropriate. You get an additional 5 sources based on your work or reputation, 
on no more than 3 different world. 
 
○ Technician: You work with machines and technology. If you are a biotechnician, 
medical technician, or a surveillance technician, your occupational expertise may include 
either an academic degree or a technical degree. Otherwise, it may only include a 
technical degree, not an academic degree. You get 1 additional co-worker as a source, 
and 2 additional gear choices. 
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Civilian Expertise 
You may choose any terrestrial public or private sector job that fits your background. 
Neither your occupational nor secondary expertise may include combat or military 
experience, and only your secondary expertise may include spacefaring. 
 
 
Civilian Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Academy Laureate 
You have a tertiary expertise. It can cover any skillset you want, as long as one of your 
expertises includes an academic degree. 
 
○ Celebrity 
When you try to attract attention, roll+deep. On a 7-9, you’re noticed, but you must 
continue to hold their attention if you want anything more to come of it. On a 10-11, the 
same but you also catch one person’s eye and they must choose 1 from the list below. On 
a 12+, everyone who notices you must choose 1 from the list below: 

They must find out more about you. 
They must get closer to you. 
They must meet with you soon. 
They must watch you now. 

On a miss, the attention turns negative. 
 
○ Hegemonic Citizen 
You are part of a privileged, non-noble society (a middle-class citizen of a hegemonic 
world, for example). Choose an additional 3 rights. 
 
○ Interview 
When you draw someone out in conversation, roll+deep. On a 12+, both. On a 10-11, 
choose 1: 

Ask 2 questions from the list below. 
Say how you make them feel. 

On a 7-9, ask 1: 
How could I get your character to _____? 
Is your character being truthful? 
What does your character intend to do? 
What does your character want or expect from me? 
What is your character really feeling? 

On a miss, ask 1 anyway, but they can also ask 2 of you. 
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○ Research and Development 
When you examine something that falls within your expertise, instead of looking for 
clues, the GM will tell you the most obvious clue. If that is not enough, you may 
roll+sharp. On a 12+, ask up to 3 questions from the list below. On a 10-11, up to 2. On 
a 7-9, only 1: 

How is this useful to me? 
What has been done most recently to this, or with this? 
What’s wrong with this, and how could I fix it? 
Who handled this last before me? 
Who made this? 

On a miss, ask 1 anyway, but the GM will tell you the consequences. 
 
○ Social Chameleon 
You can adapt yourself to any culture you find yourself in. This move counts as expertise 
when you are trying to determine proper social behaviour. Gaining societies and worlds 
as sources costs you 1 xp less than normal. 
 
 
Civilian Stats 
You may add +1 to any two stats. 
Your other stats start at zero. 
You may take another +1 to either deep or sharp if you also take -1 to a different stat. 
 
 
CIVILIAN POSSESSIONS 
You get 5 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
 
Gear 
You have a standard set of personal effects, plus the basics needed to practice your 
occupational expertise. 
 
You might also have: 
○ 1 illegal device of your choice. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Deployable satellite. 
○ Observation drone. 
○ Space shuttle (at no extra cost). 
○ Survival kit and vacc suit. 
○ Terrestrial vehicle. 
○ Tools necessary to practice your secondary or tertiary expertise. 
○ Workspace area on your ship where you can practice your expertise (1-space or 2-

space) at no extra cost. 
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Rights 
You might have one or more of the following rights: 
○ You are a founding citizen of your homeworld, and do not owe settlement taxes. If 

you reside on your homeworld, you pay residence taxes in exchange for social safety 
net benefits and the right to participate in civic functions (to the extent that your 
homeworld has them). 

○ You are a member of a co-operative or union. You have the right to ask other 
members for assistance, and the responsibility to aid other members in need. You 
owe dues annually, and, if your residence is provided for you, residence taxes. 

○ You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (excluding weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to free legal representation on your homeworld. 
○ You have the right to keep the details of your professional correspondence private 

and secret. 
○ You have the right to own servants. They are considered your private property. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to request legal representation from (or on) your homeworld, 

and Imperial courts must oblige. 
○ You have the right to submit reports on a specific topic and have them be published 

for a specific audience. Say which topic and audience. 
○ You have the sole claim over resource rights in an uninhabited area. Say where and 

what resources. 
○ You have the sole right to claim salvage on a specific site. Say what and where it is. 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. You 

have the right to contact them and use them as sources, as if they were your 
homeworld. 

○ Your homeworld is independent but has an extradition treaty with the Imperium. 
You have the right to be returned to your homeworld when facing criminal charges 
or bankruptcy. 

 
 
Sources 
You get: 
 One friend or relative as a source. 
 Two co-workers or colleagues as sources. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have: 
○ Another world as a source. 
○ Business sources on three different worlds (1 source on each). 
○ A high-ranking source in one starting faction of your choice. 
○ Two low-ranking sources in one starting faction of your choice. 
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CRIMINAL SERVICE 
You have a past in crime. Maybe you’re still a criminal, maybe you’ve “gone straight.” 
 
CRIMINAL DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the factions 
you or the other players create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ A New Life: You want to start a new life somewhere, even if it’s just to retire and 
settle down. But life costs money. Decide on the life you want to lead and one or more 
people you want to take with you. Mark xp when you pursue a lucrative but highly 
dangerous opportunity. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
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Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Addiction: You owe your addiction what it needs, and you owe the people who supply 
you with it, too. 
 
○ Comrades in Trouble: Someone else took a fall but never ratted you out. You owe 
them something, whether you admit it or not. 
 
○ A Deal Gone Wrong: A criminal or government faction wants payback for a deal you 
set up that went bad. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Old Friends: You left your old organization without permission. A criminal faction 
wants you back, and they have leverage. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out detainment, prison, a reservation, or 
servitude, and now you owe a faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ The Price of Success: You owe your criminal career to someone else, either an 
individual or a faction, and they want things in return. 
 
○ PTSD: You are still haunted by your past experiences. You can never be chosen to 
make the monthly space madness roll for the crew. You must always make a separate 
attempt to resist space madness yourself. 
 
○ Wanted: You are wanted by a government faction for the crimes you have committed. 
 
 
Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Acceptance: I can be myself here, they don’t judge me like everyone else does. What 
don’t they judge you for? 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ Shared Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A 
debt to whom? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
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CRIMINAL IDENTITY 
 
Criminal Backgrounds 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Business 
You prey on financial, logistical, or transportation services, management, and merchants. 
Your secondary expertise must be relevant to the types of businesses and operations you 
steal from, and may be an academic or technical degree, experience in government or 
security forces, but may not include combat experience. You have 3 extra sources in 
business, and 1 extra right. 
 
○ High Life 
You prey on the rich, on their luxuries and their vanities. You know their world. Your 
secondary expertise must be something that helps you gain access to wealthy people and 
their possessions—either cover, or services you provide. You can have an academic or 
technical degree that does, but no combat or security experience. You have 3 extra 
sources within the legions of servants and service providers that work for people who are 
rich, and 2 extra contacts among the rich themselves. They can belong to a noble or other 
faction that you create. You also have 1 extra gear pick. 
 
○ The Streets 
You come from the poor end of the streets, where people get killed over chump change. 
Crime is just what people do to survive, and so many still don’t. You can’t have a degree 
as part of your expertise, or experience in business, government, or transportation, or 
knowledge of hi-tech devices. Your secondary expertise can be anything else. You have  
6 extra sources, either within the same criminal organization or all criminals from the 
same world. On the streets, people gotta stick together. 
 
 
Criminal Expertise 
Your occupational expertise must describe or include the most common form of illegal 
activity you engage in. Your secondary expertise is limited by your background. 
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Criminal Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Break and Enter 
When you break or bypass security measures, roll+cold. On a 10+, you’re in clean, 
and on a 12+, you may also reconfigure the security to your advantage. On a 7-9, you get 
in but you leave something behind or take something with you, the GM will tell you 
what. 
 
○ False Identity 
You have 2 false identities. These people each have up to 2 specific rights, chosen from 
any service. You also have a source that can get you more false identification records. 
 
○ People Person 
When you spend a day carousing in an inhabited area, you can pick up a random 
person as a temporary source. They are good for a single access, and how much 
information and aid they can give you is based on who they are (and a bit of luck). 
 
 
Criminal Stats 
You get cold +1, then add +1 to one other stat. 
Your other two stats start at zero. 
You may take another +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to a different stat. 
 
 
CRIMINAL POSSESSIONS 
You get 4 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have a standard set of personal effects and a set of tools that help you practice your 
criminal occupation (break-in kit, counterfeiting lab, electrician tools, etc). 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ 1 hi-tech weapon or other device. 
○ 1 illegal device or materials supply. 
○ Add secret compartments to your ship (1-space or 2-space). 
○ Armoury. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Infiltration kit. 
○ Terrestrial vehicle with secret compartments for smuggling. 
○ Your ship may be armed. 
 
Armoury 
Up to 5 different firearms or collections of grenades, plus a sizeable collection of close 
combat weapons (clubs, knives, etc). 
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Infiltration Kit 
Audio dampening system, climbing gear and cord, electrician’s tools, glass cutter, laser 
cutter, lock picks, personal computer (crypto software), radio jammer, stealth cloak/suit. 
 
Rights 
You might have one or more of the following: 
○ You are a founding citizen of your homeworld, and do not owe settlement taxes. If 

you reside on your homeworld, you pay taxes in exchange for social safety net 
benefits and the right to participate in civic functions (to the extent that your 
homeworld has them). 

○ You are a member of a co-operative or union. You have the right to ask other 
members for assistance, and the responsibility to aid other members in need. You 
owe dues annually, and, if your residence is provided for you, residence taxes. 

○ You have the right to control and receive incomes from a piece of property, whether 
agricultural, intellectual, or rentable. You may lease or sell this property. 

○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the sole claim over resource rights in an uninhabited area. Say where and 

what resources. 
○ You have the sole right to claim salvage on a specific site. Say what and where it is. 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. You 

have the right to contact them and use them as sources, as if they were your 
homeworld. 

○ Your homeworld is independent but has an extradition treaty with the Imperium. 
You have the right to be returned to your homeworld when facing criminal charges 
or bankruptcy. 

 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 Two criminals as sources. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have: 
○ Another world as a source. 
○ Criminal contacts on three separate worlds. 
○ A high-ranking member of a criminal faction. 
○ An important member of a non-criminal faction that you have engaged in criminal 

activities with. 
○ Three low-ranking members of a criminal faction. 
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MERCHANT SERVICE 
 
MERCHANT DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the faction 
you create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Exploration: The universe is out there. You owe it to yourself, to humanity, to the 
universe itself, to find something new in it. You owe a debt to the faction that expects 
you to share that information. Mark xp when you pursue a dangerous investigation and it 
gets you into trouble. 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ A Deal Gone Wrong: A criminal or government faction wants payback for a deal you 
set up that went bad. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ Mortgages: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out detainment, prison, a reservation, or 
servitude, and now you owe a faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ The Price of Success: You owe your merchant career to someone else, either an 
individual or a faction, and they want things in return. 
 
○ Taxes: You still owe your homeworld money or services. 
 
○ Wanted: You are wanted by a government faction for the crimes you have committed. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ History: We’ve worked together before and we get along. Better the devil you know. 
Which ones? What did you do? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Shared Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A 
debt to whom? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
 
 
MERCHANT IDENTITY 
 
Merchant Backgrounds 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Corporate 
You used to work for a mercantile corporation in the private sector. Now you’re in 
business for yourself. You can’t choose smuggler as your occupational expertise. You 
have 2 extra source picks and 4 extra sources from your old company or people working 
in the same field. 
 
○ Government 
You left your public sector job for something better. You can’t choose pirate as your 
occupational expertise. You have 1 extra right, 1 extra source pick, and 3 extra sources 
within the government you used to work for. 
 
○ Merchant Family 
You were born into a family full of merchant marines. You can’t choose corporate 
manager as your occupational expertise. You have 1 extra gear pick, 1 extra right, and  
2 extra sources from within your family or their mercantile network. 
 
Merchant Expertise 
For your occupational expertise, you must choose a merchant specialty: analyst, broker, 
corporate manager, financier, fixer, pirate, salvager, seller, smuggler, trade ambassador, 
trade lawyer, or transporter. 
 
For your secondary expertise, you may choose a merchant or starship skill, a starship-
related technical degree, a trade-related sociology degree, or a skill gained from 
experience in space. 
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Merchant Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Interview 
When you draw someone out in conversation, roll+deep. On a 12+, both. On a 10-11, 
choose 1: 

Ask 2 questions from the list below. 
Say how you make them feel. 

On a 7-9, ask 1: 
How could I get your character to _____? 
Is your character being truthful? 
What does your character intend to do? 
What does your character want or expect from me? 
What is your character really feeling? 

On a miss, ask 1 anyway, but they can also ask 2 of you. 
 
○ People Person 
When you spend a day carousing in an inhabited area, you can pick up a random 
person as a temporary source. They are good for a single access, and how much 
information and aid they can give you is based on who they are (and a bit of luck). 
 
○ Social Chameleon 
You can adapt yourself to any culture you find yourself in. This move counts as expertise 
when you are trying to determine proper social behaviour. Gaining societies and worlds 
as sources costs you 1 xp less than normal. 
 
 
Stats 
You get deep +1 and sharp +1. 
Your other two stats start at zero. 
You may also take +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to another. 
 
 
MERCHANT POSSESSIONS 
You get 4 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have a standard set of personal effects. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ 1 illegal device. 
○ Armoury. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Deployable satellite. 
○ Observation drone. 
○ Signals detector/interceptor. (?) 
○ Space shuttle (at no extra cost). 
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○ Survival kit and vacc suit. 
○ Terrestrial vehicle. 
○ You own your starship entirely—no mortgage, no debts. You are the owner aboard 

and are entitled to claim the role of captain. 
 
 
Rights 
You might have one or more of the following rights: 
○ You are a founding citizen of your homeworld, and do not owe settlement taxes. If 

you reside on your homeworld, you pay taxes in exchange for social safety net 
benefits and the right to participate in civic functions (to the extent that your 
homeworld has them). 

○ You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (excluding weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to free legal representation on your homeworld. 
○ You have the right to own servants. They are considered your private property. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to request legal representation from (or on) your homeworld, 

and Imperial courts must oblige. 
○ You have the sole claim over resource rights in an uninhabited area. Say where and 

what resources. 
○ You have the sole right to claim salvage on a specific site. Say what and where it is. 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. You 

have the right to contact them and use them as sources, as if they were your 
homeworld. 

○ Your homeworld is independent but has an extradition treaty with the Imperium. 
You have the right to be returned to your homeworld when facing criminal charges 
or bankruptcy. 

 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 One source inside the Imperial Transport Authority. 
 Three other merchants as sources. 
 Two sources inside different starports. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ A high-ranking government official as a source. 
○ A high-ranking member of a faction of your choice as a source. 
○ Three business contacts as sources, on different worlds. 
○ Three low-level sources in different starports. 
○ Two mid-level criminal contacts as sources. 
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NAVY SERVICE 
 
NAVY DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the faction 
you create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Exploration: The universe is out there. You owe it to yourself, to humanity, to the 
universe itself, to find something new in it. You owe a debt to the faction that expects 
you to share that information. Mark xp when you pursue a dangerous investigation and it 
gets you into trouble. 
 
○ A New Life: You want to start a new life somewhere, even if it’s just to retire and 
settle down. But life costs money. Decide on the life you want to lead and one or more 
people you want to take with you. Mark xp when you pursue a lucrative but highly 
dangerous opportunity. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Comrades in Trouble: You owe some of your former comrades in the service. You 
have unfinished business that need to be taken care of. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ Mortgages: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out of legal trouble or a POW camp, and 
now you owe a faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ The Price of Success: You owe your naval career to someone else, either an individual 
or a faction, and they want things in return. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ History: We’ve worked together before and we get along. Better the devil you know. 
Which ones? What did you do? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Shared Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A 
debt to whom? 
 
 
NAVY IDENTITY 
 
Navy Backgrounds 
Choose your background: 
 
○ Far Traveller 
You spent so long in space, it’s hard to give it up now. Choose a naval skill or a technical 
degree for your secondary expertise (but not an academic degree). Decide why you left 
the navy and gain 1 source based on it. You also have 1 additional gear pick and 4 extra 
low-ranking sources, all in different starports. 
 
○ Stars in the Blood 
You come from a family full of naval personnel. Your service was almost inevitable, 
whether you desired it or not. Choose a naval skill for your secondary expertise. You 
have 5 extra sources within the navy. 
 
○ Young Turk 
You’re a prime example of the meritocracy at work. Serving as a naval officer is just a 
stepping stone towards something more important. Or it was. Your secondary expertise 
can be a naval skill, an academic or technical degree, or even something else, but it 
should reflect the heights you do (or did) aspire to. You have 3 additional high-ranking 
sources, in any organization or faction, and 1 extra right. 
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Navy Expertise 
For your occupational expertise, you must choose a navy job: cartographer, comms 
operator, computer programmer, cook, drone operator, electrician, gravitics engineer, 
gunner, hyperphysicist, instructor, intelligence analyst, mechanic, medic, naval police, 
navigator, officer, pilot, safety/rescue specialist, sensors operator, ship’s doctor, signals 
warfare specialist, steward, or therapist. Alternately, you may choose to belong to a 
special unit employed and directed by the navy, with a different job (diplomatic, liaison, 
policy, propaganda, psyops, technical research, etc). 
 
Your secondary expertise is limited by your background. 
 
Navy Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Assault Gunner 
When you commit assault with a spaceship’s weapons, you may roll+cold instead of 
heavy. 
 
○ Sig Geek 
When using signals technology (including comms and sensors), you can use your 
expertise for advantage in any category. 
 
○ Strategist 
When you coordinate a battle plan, anyone who follows it gets an advantage. 
 
○ Third Stage Guild Navigator 
When you plot a better course along existing spacelanes, roll+cold. On a 12+, choose 
3. On a 10-11, choose 2. On a 7-9, choose 1: 

This jump can cover up to twice your jump drive’s rating in hexes. 
This jump doesn’t strain the ship (otherwise, mark 1 ship damage). 
This jump requires only half the fuel, round up. 
This jump takes half the normal time, round up. 
You arrive with an advantage. 

 
○ Void Rat 
When you look for clues or weakness in a hostile environment, you may roll+cold 
instead of sharp. 
 
 
Navy Stats 
You get cold +1 and deep +1. 
Your other two stats start at zero. 
You may also take +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to another. 
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NAVY POSSESSIONS 
You get 5 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have an austere set of personal effects. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Medical kit. 
○ Naval satellite access codes. 
○ Naval spacelane co-ordinates for a specific area. 
○ Space survival kit. 
○ Tools to practice your naval job. 
○ Up to 3 hi-tech devices. 
○ Your ship may be armed. 
 
 
Rights 
You have the right to claim veteran’s benefits, if and where they apply. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ You are a member of a veteran’s association and you have the right to aid, 

assistance, and information from them. 
○ You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (including weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to request legal representation from the navy’s Veterans’ Affairs 

Division. 
○ You have the right to submit reports on a specific topic and have them be published 

for a specific audience. 
○ You were honourably discharged and have the right to live within the Imperium 

without paying settlement taxes. 
 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 Two sources from the navy, both people you served with in space. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ A high-ranking member of the navy as a source. 
○ A high-ranking member of the space marines as a source. 
○ A source within one of the starting factions (your choice). 
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NOBLE SERVICE 
You must create your noble faction. You may create more factions than just this one if 
you wish. 
 
NOBLE DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to a faction you 
create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ A New Life: You want to start a new life somewhere, even if it’s just to retire and 
settle down. But life costs money. Decide on the life you want to lead and one or more 
people you want to take with you. Mark xp when you pursue a lucrative but highly 
dangerous opportunity. 
 
○ Revolution: Society needs to change. Maybe one society, maybe one aspect of all 
societies. Choose 1 revolutionary faction and 2 faction personalities, either from that 
faction or other factions, that you feel a debt toward. Mark xp when you lend tangible 
support to the movement you sympathise with. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Addiction: You owe your addiction what it needs, and you owe the people who supply 
you with it, too. 
 
○ Criminal Past: You left an old life behind, but it hasn’t left you behind. A criminal 
faction wants you back, and they have leverage. 
 
○ A Deal Gone Wrong: A criminal or government faction wants payback for a deal you 
set up that went bad. 
 
○ Favours: You owe someone special intel that you are supposed to collect. 
 
○ Guilt: You feel the need to make amends for the things your family and noble faction 
have done. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out detainment, prison, a reservation, or 
servitude, and now you owe a faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Acceptance: I can be myself here, they don’t judge me like everyone else does. What 
don’t they judge you for? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ History: We’ve worked together before and we get along. Better the devil you know. 
Which ones? What did you do? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
 
 
NOBLE IDENTITY 
 
Noble Backgrounds 
Choose your background: 
 
○ Hegemon 
You were trained to serve in a managerial or political capacity—i.e. to run things. For 
your occupation expertise, choose which sector of society you have been trained to run, 
how it is normally run, and what academic degree you got in order to run it. You may 
choose whatever you like for your secondary expertise. Choose 2 extra rights and 1 extra 
option from the sources list. 
 
○ Military 
You served as an officer in the Imperial navy, the space marines, or in a terrestrial 
security force. Choose your occupational expertise from the jobs that service has 
available. For your secondary expertise, you may choose either an academic or technical 
degree, or a skill from your military service. You have 1 extra right, 1 extra gear pick, 
and 4 extra sources within your military. 
 
○ Technocrat 
You were trained to control the technological assets of your noble faction, not it’s 
personnel. Your occupational expertise must include working with machines, but may 
include an academic degree instead of a technical degree. If your occupational expertise 
does not include a technical degree, you must choose one as your secondary expertise, 
otherwise there are no restrictions. You have 1 extra right, 1 extra gear pick, and 4 extra 
sources within your field of technology. 
 
 
Noble Expertise 
Your expertise is limited by your background. 
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Noble Special Moves 
You have these 2 moves: 
 
● Membership Privileges 
As long as you’re in good standing with your noble faction, instead of accessing a source, 
you can go to them for aid, or to trade in debts and favours. If you’re in poor standing, 
you need to repay your debts and make amends before your faction will help you out. 
 
● Peer of the Realm 
When you throw your rank around at a starport or other Imperial bureaucratic institution 
outside the capital, you may count that institution as a source for the time you are there—
unless you’re in poor standing with the local nobility, in which case your identity puts 
you at a disadvantage when dealing with them. 
 
 
Noble Stats 
You get deep +1, then add +1 to any one stat. 
Your other stats start at zero. 
You may take another +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to a different stat. 
 
 
NOBLE POSSESSIONS 
You get 4 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have a lavish amount of personal effects, a vacc suit, and the tools you need to 
practice your occupation. You may also increase the Tech Index of your ship by +1. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ 1 illegal device. 
○ Armoury. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Deployable satellite. 
○ Homeopathic space tapes. 
○ Lightsaber and personal shield. 
○ Observation drone. 
○ Space shuttle (at no extra cost). 
○ Terrestrial vehicle. 
○ Up to 3 hi-tech devices (not weapons). 
○ You own your starship entirely—no mortgage, no debts. You are the owner aboard 

and are entitled to claim the role of captain. 
○ Your ship may be armed. 
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Rights 
You are a member of a noble faction and have the right to identify yourself as such, to 
associate with other members of your faction, and to request aid, assistance, and 
information from your faction. 
 
As a noble, you also have the following rights: 
 You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
 You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
 You have the right to carry banned technologies (including weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
 You have the right to live inside the Imperium without paying settlement taxes. 
 You have the right to refuse casual inspection by metropolitan or provincial 

authorities within the Imperium. They do not have the right to search or detain you 
without probable cause. 

 You have the right to request justice by your peers from any Imperial authority. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following rights: 
○ You have the right to control and receive incomes from a piece of property, whether 

agricultural, intellectual, or rentable. You may lease or sell this property. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to free legal representation on your homeworld. 
○ You have the right to keep the details of your professional correspondence private 

and secret. 
○ You have the right to own servants. They are considered your private property. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to submit reports on a specific topic and have them be published 

for a specific audience. 
○ You have the right to use a fabricated identity given to you by your noble faction, 

from the world of your choice. 
○ You have the sole claim over resource rights in an uninhabited area. Say where and 

what resources. 
○ You have the sole right to claim salvage on a specific site. Say what and where it is. 
 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 One source from within your noble faction. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ One high-ranking source in the faction of your choice. 
○ Three sources from academia. 
○ Three sources in the Imperial or local government structures. 
○ Two other worlds as sources. 
○ Two sources in a private military contracting organization. 
○ Two sources in other noble factions. 
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PSYCHOLOGIST SERVICE 
Psychologists are adept at the study and manipulation of the human mind. Though this 
includes technological means, the popular image of the psychologist is that of the mind-
reader. Technically speaking, such abilities are part of the transhumanism that also 
includes mentats and navigators. Academic departments devoted to psychology—
typically called foundations—are smaller than the other departments, and usually kept 
secret from the general populace. 
 
PSYCHOLOGIST DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the factions 
you or the other players create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ A New Life: You want to start a new life somewhere, even if it’s just to retire and 
settle down. But life costs money. Decide on the life you want to lead and one or more 
people you want to take with you. Mark xp when you pursue a lucrative but highly 
dangerous opportunity. 
 
○ Revolution: Society needs to change. Maybe one society, maybe one aspect of all 
societies. Choose a faction and some faction personalities, either from that faction or 
other factions, that you feel a debt toward. Mark xp when you lend tangible support to the 
movement you sympathise with. 
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Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Addiction: You owe your addiction what it needs, and you owe the people who supply 
you with it, too. 
 
○ Bad Ops: You feel the need to make amends for the damage some of your operations 
have caused. 
 
○ Criminal Past: You left an old life behind, but it hasn’t left you behind. A criminal 
faction wants you back, and they have leverage. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Favours: You owe someone special intel that you are supposed to collect. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ Wanted: A criminal faction or a government wants justice or payback for a covert, 
rogue, or unsanctioned operation of yours that went wrong. 
 
 
Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Acceptance: I can be myself here, they don’t judge me like everyone else does. What 
don’t they judge you for? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ Joint Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A debt 
to whom? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
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PSYCHOLOGIST IDENTITY 
 
Background 
Choose your background: 
 
○ Applicant 
You’re affluent enough to know how to apply to a psychologist foundation—you did, and 
you were accepted. Your secondary expertise may not indicate combat, criminal, or 
military experience other than limited training by the specific military group you have 
been detached to (and only if you have been so detached), but may be anything else, 
including an academic degree. You have 2 extra rights and 4 extra contacts from your 
family and social circles. 
 
○ Experiment 
You did not choose this life, the foundation selected you and made you what you are 
now. You can choose any occupational expertise you want, from the psychologist list or 
otherwise, but your secondary expertise must be a psychologist skill. If you choose a 
psychologist occupation, it means you grew up inside the foundation. You have 1 extra 
gear pick and 3 extra sources from your old life, or inside the foundation if you grew up 
there. 
 
○ Gutterflower 
You’re from the lower end of the socio-economic scale. The foundation found you via 
random testing and offered you a way out of the underclasses. Your secondary expertise 
may be a psychologist skill or something related to your poor background. It may include 
combat, criminal, or military experience, but not a degree of any kind. You get both your 
homeworld and the world where your foundation is located as sources. You also get  
3 extra sources from within your foundation and 4 extra sources from the underclasses, 
either criminal or not. 
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Expertise 
As a psychologist, your occupational expertise is a combination of how you use your 
psychology and on whose behalf you do so. There are six main capacities in which your 
skills are useful: as a handler, instructor, interrogator, interviewer, liaison, or 
psychotherapist. You might work directly for your psychological foundation 
(interviewing applicants, for example), or you might be detached to a government, 
intelligence service, medical facility, military unit, or a noble faction. Combine these two 
to arrive at your specific occupational expertise, which may also include an academic 
degree, if necessary. 
 
Main Capacities: 
○ Handler: You manage field agents in some kind of espionage or military capacity. 
They could be defectors, soldiers, spies, or other operatives doing stressful work. You 
evaluate their mental states and give them their orders. 
○ Instructor: You train people. It could be skills or behaviour patterns—it could be 
voluntary or forced conditioning. Psychology allows you to train people faster and better 
than those without it. 
○ Interrogator: You accompany security forces in their operations, using your 
psychology to obtain special intelligence, either in an actual interrogation room, or in the 
field. 
○ Interviewer: You conduct investigations of, or interviews with, personnel, using your 
psychology to uncover a person’s suitability or truthfulness much faster than otherwise. 
○ Liaison: You meet with people from other organizations and use your psychology to 
collect information about them without them knowing. You might act as an adjutant to 
someone else or as the primary contact yourself. 
○ Psychotherapist: You undertake a unique combination of handling, instructing, and 
interviewing patients in order to assist and enhance their medical therapy. 
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Special Moves 
Choose 2 that fit your expertise: 
 
○ Active Brainwave Perception 
You can always tell how many people are within a few hundred yards of you, where they 
are, and the state of their brain activity—whether they are asleep or awake, relaxed or 
stressed, etc. You can usually sense other forms of animal life as well. 
 
○ Casual Thought Reception 
When you look for clues or weakness in someone, ask 1 extra question, even on a miss. 
 
○ Deep Brain Scan 
Prolonged physical contact, consensual or not, allows you to read another person’s mind. 
When you do so, roll+sharp. On a 12+, you can ask up to 3 questions from the list 
below, while you have access to their mind. On a 10-11, up to 2. On a 7-9, only 1: 

How are you vulnerable, in mind or body? 
What are your secret pains? 
What things do you hold dear? 
What was your lowest moment? 
Where do your loyalties lie? 

 
○ In-Brain Puppet Strings 
Prolonged physical contact, consensual or not, allows you to plant a command inside a 
person’s mind. When you do, speak the command and roll+sharp. On a 12+, hold  
3 strings on them. On a 10-11, hold 2. On a 7-9, hold 1. When they fulfill your 
command, you lose all the in-brain puppet strings you have on them. Until that time, you 
can spend a string, no matter the circumstances, to cause them harm (roll 2D). On a miss, 
the GM decides. 
 
○ Psychic Empathy 
When someone is in your physical presence, you always know what they are really 
feeling, and whether they are telling the truth or lying (or something in between). 
 
○ Sense-Perception Attunement 
When you concentrate on someone who is less than a few hundred yards away, you 
can see what they see, hear what they hear, and feel what they feel, until you stop 
concentrating. 
 
○ Telepathic Connection 
When you touch someone, you can offer them a psychic connection. If they accept, as 
long as the connection exists, thoughts can be sent and received between the two of you, 
and you can help or hinder each other without being present. You can also use your 
psychology on them as if you were touching. The connection may be severed by either of 
you at any time, except when you are using psychology on them. You must be on the 
same world as them to maintain the connection. 
 
Stats 
You get sharp +1. 
Your other stats start at zero. 
You may also take +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to another. 
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PSYCHOLOGIST POSSESSIONS 
You get 4 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have a standard set of personal effects and the gear necessary to practice your 
occupational expertise. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ 1 illegal weapon or hi-tech device. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Medical kit. 
○ Up to 3 hi-tech devices (not weapons). 
 
Rights 
These might be a bit tricky. You have to be part of a faction. 
 
As a psychologist, you have the following rights: 
 You are part of a psychological foundation and have the right to identify yourself as 

such, and to call upon your foundation for aid and assistance. If you are detached to 
a different organization, you also have the right to identify yourself as a member of 
that group. 

 You do not have the right to retire from your foundation. 
 You have the right to keep the details of your professional correspondence private 

and secret, except from your psychological foundation. 
 You have the right to live inside the Imperium without paying settlement taxes. 
 You have the right to request legal representation from your foundation, and 

Imperial courts must oblige. 
 You have the right to submit reports on matters related to your occupational 

expertise and have them be published for a professional audience. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (excluding weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to use a fabricated identity given to you by your foundation, 

from the world of your choice. 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. Though 

you are now an Imperial subject, you have the right to contact them and use them as 
sources, as if they were your homeworld. 

 
Decide how you came by any special rights you have (field service, rank, special award, 
etc). 
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Sources 
You have: 
 One source from amongst the non-foundation people you work with. 
 One source within your foundation. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ Another psychologist as a source. 
○ One high-ranking government source. 
○ One high-ranking source within your foundation. 
○ One well-connected noble as a source. 
○ Three contacts in academic circles as sources. 
○ Two sources that work in mid-level administrative positions. 
○ Two technicians, working in biotechnology, medicine, or transhuman operations, as 

sources. 
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SCOUT SERVICE 
 
SCOUT DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the faction 
you create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Exploration: The universe is out there. You owe it to yourself, to humanity, to the 
universe itself, to find something new in it. You owe a debt to the faction that expects 
you to share that information. Mark xp when you pursue a dangerous investigation and it 
gets you into trouble. 
 
○ Revolution: Society needs to change. Maybe one society, maybe one aspect of all 
societies. Choose 1 revolutionary faction and 2 faction personalities, either from that 
faction or other factions, that you feel a debt toward. Mark xp when you lend tangible 
support to the movement you sympathise with. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Bad Ops: You feel the need to make amends for the damage some of your operations 
have caused. 
 
○ Comrades in Trouble: You owe some of your former comrades in the scouts. You 
have unfinished business to attend to. 
 
○ Family: You owe the relatives you left behind a better life. 
 
○ Favours: You owe someone special intel that you are supposed to collect. 
 
○ Mortgage: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ Wanted: A criminal faction or a government wants justice or payback for a covert, 
rogue, or unsanctioned operation of yours that went wrong. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Acceptance: I can be myself here, they don’t judge me like everyone else does. What 
don’t they judge you for? 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ History: We’ve worked together before and we get along. Better the devil you know. 
Which ones? What did you do? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
 
 
SCOUT IDENTITY 
 
Scout Backgrounds 
Choose your background: 
 
○ Ancient: You’ve spent a long, long time in the scouts, and this isn’t your first 
deactivation. You have no restrictions when choosing your secondary expertise. You 
have 1 extra gear pick and 3 extra sources outside the scouts. You may double the final 
number of sources you have outside the scouts if you burn all but one of them. 
 
○ Exile: You were deactivated (ostensibly) for offending someone important. Your 
secondary expertise can be an academic or technical degree, a hobby, a scout skill, or the 
result of criminal activity. It may not involve combat or military experience. You have  
1 extra sources pick and 3 extra sources within the scouts. You may double the final 
number of sources you have within the scouts if you burn all but one of them. 
 
○ Youth: You were born into a scout family and this life is all you’ve ever known. 
Deactivation is your only way of experiencing the larger world. Your secondary expertise 
must be a scout skill or a technical degree. You have 1 extra right, 3 extra sources within 
the scouts, and 1 extra high-ranking scout as a source. 
 
 
Scout Expertise 
For your occupational expertise, you must choose a scout job: administrator, archivist, 
cartographer, commander, computer programmer, design engineer, hyperphysicist, 
instructor, intelligence analyst, liaison, maintenance technician, navigator, pilot, recruiter, 
rescue/safety technician, security, sensors operator, signals operator, starship engineer, 
steward, surveillance operator, or therapist. 
 
Your secondary expertise is limited by your background. 
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Scout Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ False Identity 
You have a false identity. This person has up to 3 specific rights, chosen from any 
service. You also have a source that can get you more false identification records. 
 
○ Highly Trained 
You have a tertiary expertise. It must be a scout skill. 
 
○ Scout’s Instincts 
When you jump through space without a route, roll+cold instead of sharp. 
 
○ Sig Geek 
When using signals technology (including comms and sensors), you can use your 
skills for advantage in any category. 
 
○ Third Stage Guild Navigator 
When you plot a better course along existing spacelanes, roll+cold. On a 12+, choose 
3. On a 10-11, choose 2. On a 7-9, choose 1: 

This jump can cover up to twice your jump drive’s rating in hexes. 
This jump doesn’t strain the ship (otherwise, mark 1 ship damage). 
This jump requires only half the fuel, round up. 
This jump takes half the normal time, round up. 
You arrive with an advantage. 

 
 
Scout Stats 
You get cold +1 and sharp +1. 
Your other two stats start at zero. 
You may also take +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to another. 
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SCOUT POSSESSIONS 
You get 4 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have an austere set of personal effects and a standard scout kit. You may also 
increase the Tech Index of your ship by +1. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Infiltration kit. 
○ Medical kit. 
○ Scout security kit. 
○ Scout satellite access codes. 
○ Scout spacelane co-ordinates for a specific area. 
○ Up to 3 hi-tech devices. 
○ Your starship is a deactivated scout ship, and you are the captain. 
 
Standard Scout Kit 
Breathing mask, bug detector, climbing gear and cord, flashlight, handgun, lightsticks, 
optical comms unit, oxygen rebreather, personal computer, portable airlock, radio comms 
unit, stress detector, and vacc suit. 
 
Scout Security Kit 
Body armour, full-spectrum goggles, grenades, handcuffs, laser cutter, needlegun or 
sniper rifle, spray paint, stims package, and tranq spray. 
 
Infiltration Kit 
Audio dampening system, climbing gear and cord, electrician’s tools, glass cutter, laser 
cutter, lock picks, personal computer (crypto software), radio jammer, stealth cloak/suit. 
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Rights 
You have either been deactivated, which means you can be called up for service in the 
future, on a temporary or permanent basis; or discharged, which means your service has 
been terminated completely (this is rare). 
 
If you have been deactivated from scout service: 
 You do not have the right to retire from the scouts. 
 You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
 You have the right to keep the details of your professional correspondence private 

and secret (except from the scouts). 
 You have the right to live inside the Imperium without paying settlement taxes. 
 You have the right to request legal representation from the scouts. 
 
If you have been discharged and your service terminated, you do not have the right to 
represent yourself as a member of the scouts, nor to access scout resources at all. 
 
You might have one or more of the following rights: 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (including weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. Say where. 
○ You have the right to refuse casual inspection by metropolitan or provincial 

authorities within the Imperium. They do not have the right to search or detain you 
without probable cause. 

○ You have the right to use a fabricated identity given to you by the scouts, from the 
world of your choice. 

 
Decide how you came by any special rights you have (field service, rank, special award, 
etc). 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 One person outside the scouts as a source. 
 One scout co-worker as a source. 
 The world you trained on most as a source. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ A mission or series of missions as a source. 
○ One high-ranking scout as a source. 
○ One high-ranking source in another service. 
○ One mid-level source in naval intelligence. 
○ Three additional scout co-workers as sources. 
○ Three low-ranking sources in the Imperial Transport Authority. 
○ Two additional worlds as sources. 
○ Two mid-level sources in a terrestrial security force. 
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SECURITY SERVICE 
 
SECURITY DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the factions 
you or the other players create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ Revolution: Society needs to change. Maybe one society, maybe one aspect of all 
societies. Choose a faction and some faction personalities, either from that faction or 
other factions, that you feel a debt toward. Mark xp when you lend tangible support to the 
movement you sympathise with. 
 
○ Something to Prove: You need to prove yourself to someone, either through financial 
success or by some other benchmark. Say what that is. Mark xp when you make tangible 
progress toward impressing whoever it is you’re trying to impress. 
 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Comrades in Trouble: You owe some of your former comrades in the service. You 
have unfinished business that need to be taken care of. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ Mortgages: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out of a POW camp, and now you owe a 
faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ PTSD: You are still haunted by your past experiences. You can never be chosen to 
make the monthly space madness roll for the crew. You must always make a separate 
attempt to resist space madness yourself. 
 
○ Taxes: You still owe your homeworld money or services. 
 
○ Wanted: You are wanted for war crimes, because of your actions during a past 
conflict. Your service has declined to defend you. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ History: We’ve worked together before and we get along. Better the devil you know. 
Which ones? What did you do? 
 
○ Shared Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A 
debt to whom? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones, all of them? 
 
 
SECURITY IDENTITY 
 
Security Backgrounds 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Lifer: Kicked out of the service in middle-age, late in your career, it wasn’t supposed 
to go down like this. Choose your secondary expertise based on your occupational 
experiences (in combat or command, for example) or choose a technical degree. Or, if 
you have deep+1, you may choose an academic degree instead. You have 3 additional 
sources related to your occupational experience. They can be individuals, organizations, 
or worlds. 
 
○ Rookie: Not even 25 and already you’re ex-something. Your secondary expertise must 
reflect your youthful health and energy. For example: athletic prowess, fast healer, good 
looking, huge muscles, innocent face, quick reflexes, tough as nails, or work horse. Say 
how you left the service and take 1 extra source based on it. You also have 2 family 
members or people you served with as sources. 
 
○ Veteran: Old enough to have been in the shit too long, not old enough to settle down. 
Choose your secondary expertise based on your combat experiences specifically. Choose 
1 war as a source and burn it. You also get 1 extra gear choice. 
 
Security Expertise 
For your occupational expertise, choose your job in the security forces (any job a 
terrestrial military, police, or security force would employ) and define it so all players 
know what your character actually did for a living. No list is given with this game; you 
decide based on what you want to play and what you think is required by your particular 
security force. Your secondary expertise is limited by your background. 
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Security Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Combat Senses 
When you enter a fight, you may ask 1 question as if you had looked for clues or 
weakness and got a 7-9. 
 
○ Field Medic 
When you give someone medical attention in the field, you can make an extra recovery 
roll for them, using your heavy instead of theirs. 
 
○ Motorized Infantry 
When you evade or resist behind the wheel of a terrestrial vehicle, you may 
roll+heavy instead of cold. 
 
○ Strategist 
When you coordinate a battle plan, anyone who follows it gets an advantage. 
 
 
Security Stats 
You get heavy +1, then add +1 to one other stat. 
Your other two stats start at zero. 
You may take another +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to a different stat. 
 
 
 
SECURITY POSSESSIONS 
You get 5 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have a standard set of personal effects. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ 1 illegal weapon or hi-tech device. 
○ Armoury. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Full combat load out. 
○ Handheld computer and radio unit. 
○ Infiltration kit. 
○ Medical kit. 
○ Technical kit or workspace on the ship (if you have a technical degree) at no extra 

cost. 
○ Terrestrial vehicle. 
 
Armoury 
Up to 5 different firearms or collections of grenades, plus a sizeable collection of close 
combat weapons (clubs, knives, etc). 
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Full Combat Load Out 
Assault carbine or rifle, body armour, breathing mask, climbing gear and cord, flares, 
flashlight, grenades, knife, lightsticks, lowlight goggles, multitool, paper, spray paint, 
stims package, tranq spray, water purifier, and wireless comms. 
 
Infiltration Kit 
Audio dampening system, climbing gear and cord, electrician’s tools, glass cutter, laser 
cutter, lock picks, personal computer (crypto software), radio jammer, stealth cloak/suit. 
 
 
Rights 
You have the right to claim veteran’s benefits, if and where they apply. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ You are a founding citizen of your homeworld, and do not owe settlement taxes. If 

you reside on your homeworld, you pay residence taxes in exchange for social safety 
net benefits and the right to participate in civic functions (to the extent that your 
homeworld has them). 

○ You are a member of a veteran’s association and you have the right to aid, 
assistance, and information from them. 

○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (including weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to do business in an otherwise restricted area. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to request legal representation from your security service or the 

civic institution that controls it. 
○ You have the right to submit reports on a specific topic and have them be published 

for a specific audience. Say which topic and audience. 
○ You were honourably discharged and do not owe your (independent) homeworld 

settlement taxes. 
○ You were honourably discharged and have the right to live within the Imperium 

without paying settlement taxes (Imperial security services only). 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. You 

have the right to contact them and use them as sources, as if they were your 
homeworld. 

○ Your homeworld is independent but has an extradition treaty with the Imperium. 
You have the right to be returned to your homeworld when facing criminal charges 
or bankruptcy. 

 
Decide how you came by any special rights you have (field service, rank, special award, 
etc), if the reason is not already given. 
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Sources 
You have: 
 Two sources from your service: either comrades you served with, worlds you served 

on, conflicts you participated in, or contacts outside your security service you made 
while serving. 

 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ A high-ranking member of your service as a source. 
○ A high-ranking member of another service as a source. 
○ A source within one of the starting factions (your choice). 
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SPACE MARINES SERVICE 
 
SPACE MARINE DEBTS 
You have three principle debts: the one that drives you, the one from your past that holds 
you back, and the one that ties you to the ship. Feel free to tie your debts to the factions 
you or the other players create. 
 
Your Drive 
This is the debt you owe to yourself, society, or someone else that pushes you forward the 
most. Choose the reason why you work in the private sector: 
 
○ Exploration: The universe is out there. You owe it to yourself, to humanity, to the 
universe itself, to find something new in it. You also owe a debt to the faction that 
expects you to share the fruits of that exploration. Mark xp when you pursue a dangerous 
investigation and it gets you into trouble. 
 
○ Freedom: You just want to stay free and clear of other people owning you. Choose an 
extra debt from your past and name a faction that has its hooks into you. Mark xp when 
you pay off a debt to get someone out of your life for good. 
 
○ A New Life: You want to start a new life somewhere, even if it’s just to retire and 
settle down. But life costs money. Decide on the life you want to lead and one or more 
people you want to take with you. Mark xp when you pursue a lucrative but highly 
dangerous opportunity. 
 
 
Your Past 
Choose one debt from your history that holds you back more than any other: 
 
○ Comrades in Trouble: You owe some of your former comrades in the service. You 
have unfinished business that needs to be taken care of. 
 
○ Family: You left your relatives behind, and you owe them a better life. 
 
○ Medical Bills: You have either racked up a debt because of medical operations and 
hospital stays, or you have an ongoing medical condition that requires expensive or 
uncommon treatment. 
 
○ Mortgages: You took out a hefty loan, and payment is coming due. 
 
○ The Price of Freedom: You bought yourself out of a POW camp, and now you owe a 
faction your freedom. They expect something in return. 
 
○ PTSD: You are still haunted by your past experiences. You can never be chosen to 
make the monthly space madness roll for the crew. You must always make a separate 
attempt to resist space madness yourself. 
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Your Ties to the Ship 
Why do you stay with this ship and this crew? Either decide on your own reasons, or 
choose at least one: 
 
○ Charisma: I am held in thrall, they own my attentions. I would follow them to the ends 
of the universe. Who? Why? 
 
○ Family: The crew of this ship is my family. Which ones? Literally or by choice? 
 
○ Joint Debt: We share a debt. If we don’t work together, we’ll never pay it off. A debt 
to whom? 
 
○ Rebels: We share the same radical political philosophies, and not many do. What do 
you believe in that is so unpopular? 
 
○ Team: We’re a perfect team, no reason to throw that away. Which ones? All of them? 
 
 
SPACE MARINE IDENTITY 
 
Space Marine Backgrounds 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Lifer: You put your 20 in, now it’s time for a second life. Hopefully a less dangerous 
and more profitable one. For your secondary expertise, you may choose an administration 
degree, a naval skill, something related to your combat experience, a space marine skill, 
or a technical degree. You get 3 extra sources that are spacefarers, either merchants, 
navy, space marines, starport personnel, or transporters. 
 
○ Medical Discharge: If it weren’t for medical reasons, you’d still be a marine. What’s 
wrong with you? Choose some kind of illness, injury, trauma, or other debility that may 
count as a personal disadvantage in some circumstances. Your secondary expertise may 
be whatever you want. You were honourably discharged and have the right to live inside 
the Imperium without paying settlement taxes. You also get 3 extra sources in the 
medical professions. 
 
○ Veteran: There’s always a demand for people like you in the private sector, no matter 
how fucked up you are. Choose your secondary expertise based on your combat 
experiences specifically, whether it is a space marine skill or not. Choose 1 conflict as a 
source and burn it. You also get a full combat load out, plus 1 extra gear pick and 2 extra 
mercenary sources. 
 
 
Space Marine Expertise 
For your occupational expertise, you must choose a space marine job: computer hacker, 
explosives specialist, medic, operations commander, rescue specialist, security breaker, 
shuttle mechanic, shuttle pilot, signals warfare specialist, squad leader, or supply 
quartermaster. 
 
Your choice for secondary expertise is limited by your background. 
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Space Marine Special Moves 
Choose 1: 
 
○ Break and Enter 
When you break or bypass security measures, roll+cold. On a 10+, you’re in clean, 
and on a 12+, you may also reconfigure the security to your advantage. On a 7-9, you get 
in but you leave something behind or take something with you, the GM will tell you 
what. 
 
○ Combat Senses: When you enter a fight, you may ask 1 question as if you had looked 
for clues or weakness and got a 7-9. 
 
○ Genetic Conditioning: When recovering from the short-term effects of drugs, shock, 
or injury, you have a technological advantage. 
 
○ Shield Training: When you employ a personal shield, it doesn’t interfere with your 
actions. 
 
○ Void Rat: When you look for clues or weakness in a hostile environment, you may 
roll+cold, instead of sharp. 
 
 
Space Marine Stats 
You get cold +1, deep -1, and heavy +1. Your sharp stats at zero. 
Then add +1 to any one stat. 
You may take another +1 to any one stat if you also take -1 to a different stat. 
 
 
SPACE MARINE POSSESSIONS 
You get 5 picks from the options available under gear, rights, and sources. 
 
Faith? No / Yes 
 
Gear 
You have an austere set of personal effects and a standard vacc suit. 
 
You might also have one or more of the following: 
○ Armoury. 
○ Choose an extra upgrade for your ship. 
○ Infiltration kit. 
○ Lightsaber and personal shield. 
○ Medical kit. 
○ Standard space marine load out. 
○ Tools to practice your space marine job. 
○ Up to 3 hi-tech devices (not weapons). 
○ Your ship may be armed. 
 
Armoury 
Up to 5 different firearms or collections of grenades, plus a sizeable collection of close 
combat weapons (clubs, knives, etc). 
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Infiltration Kit 
Audio dampening system, climbing gear and cord, electrician’s tools, glass cutter, laser 
cutter, lock picks, personal computer (crypto software), radio jammer, stealth cloak/suit. 
 
Standard Space Marine Load Out 
Assault carbine, breaching charges, climbing gear and cord, combat vacc suit (armoured, 
pharmacy, weaponized), grav harness, multi-purpose laser (close combat weapon, cutter, 
and optical comms), portable airlock, and tool harness. 
 
 
Rights 
You have the right to claim veteran’s benefits, if and where they apply. 
 
You might have one or more of the following rights: 
○ You are a founding citizen of your homeworld, and do not owe settlement taxes. If 

you reside on your homeworld, you pay residence taxes in exchange for social safety 
net benefits and the right to participate in civic functions (to the extent that your 
homeworld has them). 

○ You are a member of a veteran’s association and you have the right to aid, 
assistance, and information from them. 

○ You have the right to access Imperial information networks free of charge. 
○ You have the right to appeal a decision made by an Imperial court. 
○ You have the right to carry banned technologies (including weapons), on Imperial 

worlds, provided they are for personal use only. 
○ You have the right to represent a specific faction, and do business on their behalf. 
○ You have the right to request legal representation from the navy’s Veterans’ Affairs 

Division. 
○ You have the right to submit reports on a specific topic and have them be published 

for a specific audience. Say which topic and audience. 
○ You were honourably discharged and have the right to live within the Imperium 

without paying settlement taxes. 
○ Your homeworld is independent and maintains consulates on nearby worlds. Though 

you are now an imperial subject, you have the right to contact them and use them as 
sources, as if they were your homeworld. 

 
Decide how you came by any special rights you have (field service, rank, special award, 
etc), if the reason is not already given. 
 
 
Sources 
You have: 
 Two sources from the navy or space marines, both people you served with in space. 
 Your homeworld as a source. 
 
You might also have: 
○ Another world as a source, other than your homeworld. 
○ A high-ranking member of the navy as a source. 
○ A high-ranking member of the space marines as a source. 
○ A source within one of the starting factions (your choice). 
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DETERMINING HOMEWORLD 
Your character grew up and has lived on one or more worlds, everyone has. You should 
ideally choose yoru homeworld during character creation, although it can also be fine to 
leave it off until an appropriate moment in play if your GM and the other players do not 
mind. 
 
You have several options when deciding on a homeworld: 
 
1. Choose a world already on the sector map. Read the information provided about it, and 
answer any questions the GM asks you about it. 
 
2. Describe the kind of world you want yoru character to come from and let the GM 
either choose an appropriate world already on the map, or create a new one that matches 
your specifications. The GM places your homeworld on the map and rolls for spacelanes 
with nearby worlds. 
 
3. Roll up a homeworld randomly. If you create a world without life, either try again or 
work with the GM to invent some plausible explanation for the results. 
 
If you want your character to be from a highly populated or influential world, it is better 
to choose one of the worlds already on the sector map. The more impact a new world has 
on the existing sector's geopolitical fabric, the more work it is for the GM to integrate 
these details on the spot. 
 
 
DETERMINING SOURCES 
Sources are connections your character has made with other people, spaces and cultures 
they feel comfortable navigating, and memories that inform their lifestyle even now. 
 
You can access your sources during the game to gain information and even assistance 
from them. This can mean going to see your friends to talk with them, but it can also 
mean accessing data networks, pondering your memories, or getting reacquainted with a 
neighbourhood. 
 
Sources usually start out good, but can be burned. This means you've burned a bridge 
between you and your source, or it's turned sour on you. When you access a burned 
source, you can still get aid or information, but it always comes with a price. Always. 
 
You can decide on your sources during character creation or wait until any point during 
the game. If you decide you want a source on the world you've just arrived on, you are 
free to do so as long as you still have one that hasn't been determined. If you gain new 
sources during play, you must define them right away. Only sources from character 
creation may remain undefined. 
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PERSONAL EFFECTS 
People who live on starships tend to have fewer possessions than  
 
Austere 
An austere set of personal effects may include: 

1Dcr. 
3 sets of nondescript clothes. 
A book or some magazines. 
Collection of credit, debit, device, and membership cards. 
Handheld phone. 
Identification cards. 
Keys, if necessary. 
Multitool. 
Wallet. 

 
Standard 
A standard set of personal effects includes everything in an austere set of personal 
effects, plus: 

+2cr. 
3 stylish outfits or a week’s worth of random clothes. 
Computer workstation or handheld computer (may be combined with phone). 
Photos from home. 
Small collection of reading material. 
A suit of clothes for special occasions. 

 
Lavish 
A lavish amount of personal effects includes everything in a standard set of personal 
effects, plus: 

+2Dcr. 
An apartment or house on the world of your choice. 
A dozen expensive outfits worth of clothes. 
Portable entertainment system. 
A storage container full of personal effects, on the world of your choice. 
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SKILL LISTS 
These lists are provided to help you determine your character’s secondary expertise. 
 
Merchant Skills 
Administration, advertising, appraisal, comms operation, contract negotiation, data 
mining, diplomacy, financial management, food preparation, hosting, leadership, 
logistics, product management, public speaking, steward. 
 
Naval Skills 
Administration, bomb disposal, circadian shift management, comms operation, computer 
programming, counselling, demolitions, drone operation, food preparation, electrician, 
financial management, firefighting, first aid, gravitics engineering, gunnery, hostile 
environment safety, hyperphysics, leadership, logistics, mechanic, navigation, piloting, 
recruiting, sensors operation, ship combat tactics, ship warfare strategy, signals warfare. 
 
Psychologist Skills 
Acting, administration, cryptography, hosting, interrogation, interviewing, performance 
evaluation, propaganda, public speaking, surveillance. Psychologists may also have 
sociology or therapeutics degrees. 
 
Scout Skills 
Administration, appraisal, cartography, circadian shift management, computer 
programming, counselling, cryptography, data mining, diplomacy, drone operator, 
electrician, electronic warfare, financial management, firefighting, first aid, forensics, 
hostile environment safety, hyperphysics, interrogation, leadership, logistics, mechanic, 
mountaineering, navigation, piloting, recruiting, sensors operation, signals operation, 
surveillance. 
 
Security Forces Skills 
Administration, bomb disposal, chemical warfare, comms operation, computer 
programming, demolitions, drone operation, electrician, electronic warfare, financial 
management, first aid, intelligence analysis, leadership, logistics, marksmanship, 
mechanic, recruiting, sensors operation, weapons technician. 
 
Security forces also employ personnel with various civilian skills; construction and 
labour, for example, as well as people with academic degrees, mostly internal medicine 
and sociology. Law enforcement and terrestrial fighting forces also cultivate additional 
specialized skills, and security forces that operate in hostile planetary environments often 
employ tactics similar to those of the space marines. 
Law enforcement specialties: case construction, forensics, and interrogation. 
Terrestrial army specialties: artillery, infantry tactics, mountaineering, offensive 
driving, piloting, reconnaissance, and wilderness survival skills. 
Terrestrial navy specialties: amphibious assault training, artillery, meteorology, 
piloting, seafaring, sea naval strategy, sea naval tactics, and terrestrial navigation skills. 
 
Space Marine Skills 
Administration, bomb disposal, burglary, chemical warfare, comms operator, computer 
programming, drone operator, electrician, financial management, first aid, hostile 
environment safety, leadership, logistics, mechanic, mountaineering, pilot, sensors 
operator, ship combat tactics, space combat tactics, steward. 
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Ζ 

Technical Degrees 
Because the amount of technology in use in the Imperium, even after collapsing, is vast 
and varied, this list covers only those specializations that might be useful for a starship 
crew to have: 
Cartography, chemical engineering, comms operation, computer programming, 
cryptography, data mining, demolitions, drone operation, electrical engineering, 
electrician, firefighting, forensics, geochemistry, gravitics engineering, hostile 
environment safety, hyperphysics, jump drive engineering, manufacturing, mechanic, 
mechanical engineering, meteorology, mining engineering, navigation, physics, piloting, 
planetary survey, robotics engineering, salvage engineering, sensors operation, shield 
systems engineering, signals warfare, starship engineering, welding. 
 
 
Characters with academic degrees should choose a discipline, a department, and a 
specialization within that department. 
 
 
THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 
This is the main academic body of the Imperium: a collection of schools and research 
facilities dedicated to the collection, processing, and dissemination of useful information 
about humanity and life. The academy does not deal with any field of knowledge not 
connected to living things—the manipulation of technology and inert matter is the 
business of technical schools. The ASM is divided into six different disciplines: biology, 
internal medicine, pathology, psychology, sociology, and therapeutics. 
 
The Discipline of BIOLOGY 
Biology handles the study and manipulation of living structures, their physiology, and 
how to cultivate them to serve human culture. 
 
Departments of Biology: 
 Agriculture is the management of land and air animals and the plants they feed on. 
 Aquaculture is the management of marine life. 
 Cellular Biology is the study and management of bacteria, protists, and other 

microorganisms. 
 Ecology is the surveillance and manipulation of natural ecosystems. 
 Fungiculture is the management of funguses. 
 Genetic Science is the study and manipulation of genetic material. 
 Horticulture is the management of plants. 
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Ψ 

Φ 

Λ

The Discipline of INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Internal Medicine covers the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries through 
primarily invasive measures. 
 
Departments of Internal Medicine: 
 Dentistry is medicine of the teeth and mouth. 
 Emergency Response includes everyone who works in an ambulance or an 

emergency room. 
 Optical Medicine is specialized treatment of the eyes. 
 Pharmacy includes the manufacturing and prescription of drugs. 
 Primary Care includes general practitioners and physicians and puts an emphasis on 

diagnosis of illness, and all easy treatments. 
 Reproductive Medicine includes all medicine dealing with children, reproduction, 

the reproductive organs, and sexuality. 
 Surgery includes all procedures that require internal access to the body not covered 

by another department, and includes a large variety of specialists for each part of the 
body. 

 
 
The Discipline of PATHOLOGY 
Pathology is the prevention of infections. 
 
Departments of Pathology: 
 Bacteriology is the study and prevention of diseases caused by bacteria and other 

microorganisms. 
 Containment Science is the practice of disease control procedures, quarantines, and 

the application of cures and vaccines. 
 Immunology is the study and prevention of diseases relating to the human immune 

system. 
 Parasitology is the study and management of parasites and the problems they cause 

for humans. 
 Toxicology is the study and manipulation of poisonous materials. 
 Virology is the study of viruses and non-cellular life, and how to prevent them from 

interfering with human affairs. 
 
 
The Discipline of PSYCHOLOGY 
Psychology is the surveillance and manipulation of the individual human mind. It 
includes mind/machine interface technology and psychic abilities. 
 
Departments of Psychology vary widely, though the main divisions of the discipline are 
the following: 
 Cultivation Biology includes the diagnosis and training of transhuman mental 

faculties, including those of mentats, navigators, and other psychics. 
 Cybernetic Medicine is a branch of biotechnology that involves the interface of the 

human mind with technological devices. 
 Psychic Ability, and most specifically telepathy, is the ur-department of psychology. 
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Δ 

Θ 

The Discipline of SOCIOLOGY 
Sociology is the study and manipulation of human society. It is a large and diverse 
discipline. 
 
The Seven Departments of Administrative Sociology: 
Architecture, Education, Government, Law, Logistics, Management, and Propaganda. 
 
The Seven Departments of Surveillance Sociology: 
Archival Science, Environmental Science, Forensics, History, Linguistics, Political 
Science, and Statistics. 
 
 
The Discipline of THERAPEUTICS 
Therapeutics is non-invasive medicine and lifestyle maintenance. 
 
The Departments of Therapeutics: 
 Circadiatrics is treatment designed to regulate daily living (i.e. occupational 

therapy), and is important for humans living in environments without natural 
rhythms like those of Earth. 

 Conditioning is physical therapy and training, including kinetics, prosthetics 
therapy, and sports medicine. 

 Cosmetics is medicine of the hair and skin. 
 Nursing involves regular, collaborative care and contact with patients, and a close 

working relationship with practitioners of internal medicine. 
 Nutrition Science is all about food and diet. 
 Psychiatry is the department of mental health care. 
 Radiotherapy involves treatment and care by way of energy beams. 
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Starships 

 
THE COMMUNAL ASSET 
The protagonists of Debtrunner are the crew of a starship, so the ship itself is almost like 
an additional character that the players share. 
 
Starship Creation in Debtrunner 
 
The six steps to creating a starship: 
1. Choose upgrades beforehand, or along the way as you go. 
2. Buy the hull (decide on class, size, and Tech Index). 
3. Buy the jump drive (decide on rating, reduce available space). 
4. Divide up the space left over. 
5. Buy tags and options that don’t take up space. 
6. Buy weapons, armour, and shields. 
 

“What space travel does do is drain off the best brains:
those smart enough to see a catastrophe before it happens,

and with the guts to pay the price—abandon home, wealth,
friends, relatives, everything—and go.”

― Robert A. Heinlein, Time Enough for Love
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Step 1: Upgrades to the ship: 
When you buy the ship, it starts out at Tech Index 7 with a 1-jump drive, although you 
can buy whatever kind of hull you want. Each hull comes with a number of tags, both 
good and bad. 
 
Stuff you are free to buy: 

You can buy any size hull you want. 
You can devote as much of your space to fuel and cargo as you want. 
You can buy as much extra cargo space as you want, up to the limit. 
You can buy whatever passenger quarters you want. 
You can buy whatever tags you want. 
You can buy extra shields, loading systems, etc. if you want them. 

 
Stuff that is restricted: 

You can only have the armoured tag by way of upgrades. 
You can only have weapons if you spend an upgrade. 
You can only remove a tag that the ship comes with by choosing that as an 

upgrade. 
You have to buy the jump drive you’re given (1-jump plus any upgrades). 
You have to take the Tech Index you’re given (T7 plus any upgrades, max T12, 

or the highest Tech Index A class starport in the sector). 
 
Except for removing tags, you still have to pay for anything that you buy that is 
restricted. 
 
Upgrade Options: 
A ship with 1-3 players gets 2 of these for free, and a ship with 4-5 players gets 1 of these 
for free: 
○ +1 jump drive rating, up to a maximum of 4-jump. 
○ +2 Tech Index, up to a maximum of T12 or the highest Tech Index starport in the 

sector. 
○ Add both the armoured and hardened tags to 1 section of the ship (out of a possible 

6). 
○ Add the armoured tag to 2 sections of the ship (out of a possible 6). 
○ Remove a tag the ship comes with. 
 
Characters offer the option of getting more of these upgrades. Plus there are upgrades 
only specific characters get access to (like arming the ship). 
 
You can select an upgrade more than once. 
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Step 2: Buying the Hull 
 
The hull determines the size of the ship and its overall Tech Index. 
 
There are four different size rankings amongst starships: 

Starling class ships are the smallest, and only require one jump drive to 
generate a shield and travel through hyperspace. 

Strider class ships are larger and much more versatile. They use multiple linked 
jump drives to achieve what starling class jump drives do by size increases. 

Titan class ships are very large starships, akin to small container ships. They 
might never see the inside of a planetary atmosphere, but are much better for 
fixed commercial shipping lanes than speculative trading. 

Leviathan class ships are the size of huge container ships. They are incredibly 
expensive to construct and operate, and are highly ill-suited to speculative 
trading. They are mostly employed in command economy shipping concerns or 
belligerent military activities. 

 
A fifth class, the mostly apocryphal city-sized starfaring structure, is called the Goliath. 
 
Each class of ship also comes in four different sizes: small, medium, large, and huge. 
 
Size  Exponential Size  Linear Size 
small  1   1 
medium  2   2 
large  4   3 
huge  8   4 
 
Class Ratings  Compressed Scale Expanded Scale 
Starling   C1   X1 
Strider   C2   X2 
Small Titan  C3   X3 
Medium Titan  C3   X4 
Large Titan  C3   X5 
Huge Titan  C3   X6 
Small Leviathan  C4   X7 
Medium Leviathan C5   X8 
Large Leviathan  C6   X9 
Huge Leviathan  C7   X10 
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Cyclical Mortgage Costs 
Starling class: the hull costs [exponential size × 5] + Tech Index in credits. 
Strider class: the hull costs [linear size × 15] + [Tech Index × 3] in credits. 
Titan class: the hull costs [exponential size × 50] + [Tech Index × 10] in credits. 
Leviathan class: the hull costs [exponential size × 200] + [Tech Index × 50] in credits. 
 
Starling class starship costs: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ 
small 12cr 13cr 14cr 15cr 16cr 17cr 
medium 17cr 18cr 19cr 20cr 21cr 22cr 
large 27cr 28cr 29cr 30cr 31cr 32cr 
huge 47cr 48cr 49cr 50cr 51cr 52cr 
 
Strider class starship costs: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ 
small 36cr 39cr 42cr 45cr 48cr 51cr 
medium 51cr 54cr 57cr 60cr 63cr 66cr 
large 66cr 69cr 72cr 75cr 78cr 81cr 
huge 81cr 84cr 87cr 90cr 93cr 96cr 
 
Titan class starship costs: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ 
small 120cr 130cr 140cr 150cr 160cr 170cr 
medium 170cr 180cr 190cr 200cr 210cr 220cr 
large 270cr 280cr 290cr 300cr 310cr 320cr 
huge 470cr 480cr 490cr 500cr 510cr 520cr 
 
Leviathan class starship costs: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ 
small 550cr 600cr 650cr 700cr 750cr 800cr 
medium 750cr 800cr 850cr 900cr 950cr 1,000cr
large 1,150cr 1,200cr 1,250cr 1,300cr 1,350cr 1,400cr
huge 1,950cr 2,000cr 2,050cr 2,100cr 2,150cr 2,200cr
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Available Space 
Starships have an amount of available space based on their class, exponential size, and 
tech index. 
Starling class: space equal to [exponential size × Tech Index]. 
Strider class: space equal to [exponential size × Tech Index × 5]. 
Titan class: space equal to [exponential size × Tech Index × 100]. 
Leviathan class: space equal to [exponential size × Tech Index × 1,000]. 
 
Starling class starships: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ Crew fuel consumption 
small 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 1-fuel per hex 
medium 14 16 18 20 22 24 2 2-fuel per hex 
large 28 32 36 40 44 48 3 3-fuel per hex 
huge 56 64 72 80 88 96 4 4-fuel per hex 
 
Strider class starship: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ Crew fuel consumption 
small 35 40 45 50 55 60 2 2-fuel per hex 
medium 70 80 90 100 110 120 4 4-fuel per hex 
large 140 160 180 200 220 240 6 6-fuel per hex 
huge 280 320 360 400 440 480 8 8-fuel per hex 
 
Titan class starships: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ Crew fuel consumption 
small 700 800 900 1,000 1,100 1,200 4 8-fuel per hex 
medium 1,400 1,600 1,800 2,000 2,200 2,400 8 16-fuel per hex 
large 2,800 3,200 3,600 4,000 4,400 4,800 12 24-fuel per hex 
huge 5,600 6,400 7,200 8,000 8,800 9,600 16 32-fuel per hex 
 
Leviathan class starship: 
 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12+ Crew fuel consumption 
small 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000 11,000 12,000 8 32-fuel per hex 
medium 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000 22,000 24,000 16 64-fuel per hex 
large 28,000 32,000 36,000 40,000 44,000 48,000 24 96-fuel per hex 
huge 56,000 64,000 72,000 80,000 88,000 96,000 32 128-fuel per hex 
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Step 3: Buying the Jump Drive 
 
Second, buy the jump drive. It has a numerical rating, which limits the number of hexes 
the starship can jump. The jump drive also takes up space, and the other engineering 
systems (hypersensors and maneuver drive) do not. The jump drive can be higher Tech 
Index than the hull, but it doesn’t do much good. 
 
Cyclical Mortgage Costs 
Starling class: the jump drive costs [drive rating + linear size] × 5 in credits. 
Strider class: the ship is outfitted with the same kind of jump drives a small starling 
class ship uses, but requires a number of them equal to twice its linear size rating. 
Titan class: the ship requires a jump drive array that costs [exponential size × drive 
rating × 100] in credits. 
Leviathan class: the ship requires a jump drive array that costs [exponential size × drive 
rating × 1,000] in credits. 
 
Starling class jump drive costs: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j 
small 10cr 15cr 20cr 25cr 
medium 15cr 20cr 25cr 30cr 
large 20cr 25cr 30cr 35cr 
huge 25cr 30cr 35cr 40cr 
 
Strider class jump drive costs: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j 
small 20cr 30cr 40cr 50cr 
medium 30cr 40cr 50cr 60cr 
large 40cr 50cr 60cr 70cr 
huge 50cr 60cr 70cr 80cr 
 
Titan class jump drive costs: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j 
small 100cr 200cr 300cr 400cr 
medium 200cr 400cr 600cr 800cr 
large 400cr 800cr 1,200cr 1,600cr 
huge 800cr 1,600cr 2,400cr 3,200cr 
 
Leviathan class jump drive costs: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j 
small 1,000cr 2,000cr 3,000cr 4,000cr 
medium 2,000cr 4,000cr 6,000cr 8,000cr 
large 4,000cr 8,000cr 12,000cr 16,000cr 
huge 8,000cr 16,000cr 24,000cr 32,000cr 
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Space Consumption 
The jump drive requires an allocation of space to come out of the available hull space. 
 
Starling class starships space consumption: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j fuel consumption #drives
small 1 2 3 4 1-fuel per hex 1 
medium 2 4 6 8 2-fuel per hex 1 
large 4 8 12 16 3-fuel per hex 1 
huge 8 16 24 32 4-fuel per hex 1 
 
Strider class starships space consumption: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j fuel consumption #drives
small 2 4 6 8 2-fuel per hex 2 
medium 4 8 12 16 4-fuel per hex 4 
large 6 12 18 24 6-fuel per hex 6 
huge 8 16 24 32 8-fuel per hex 8 
 
Titan class starships space consumption: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j fuel consumption #drives
small 8 16 24 32 8-fuel per hex 8 
medium 16 32 48 64 16-fuel per hex 16 
large 32 64 96 128 24-fuel per hex 24 
huge 64 128 192 256 32-fuel per hex 32 
 
Leviathan class starships space consumption: 
 1-j 2-j 3-j 4-j fuel consumption #drives
small 64 128 192 256 32-fuel per hex 32 
medium 128 256 384 512 64-fuel per hex 64 
large 192 384 576 768 96-fuel per hex 96 
huge 256 512 768 1,024 128-fuel per hex 128 
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Step 4: Space Allocation. 
 
Third, figure out how much space you have left over, based on how much space you have 
from your hull minus the space allocated to your jump drive(s). Then you buy things that 
affect the space allocation of the starship, including: 

Compressed atmosphere. 
Extra cargo space. 
Fuel storage. 
Passenger quarters. 
Projectile weapons. 
Specialized quarters. 
Vehicles. 

Compressed atmosphere takes up space depending on how large the ship is. Extra cargo 
space must be allocated to cargo, it is not just additional space. Fuel storage takes up 
space, does not have tags attached to it. Passenger quarters take up space and can have 
tags attached to them (they can also be used to expand the crew quarters). Projectiles take 
up space and have damage ratings as well as tags attached to them. Specialized quarters 
include single-use rooms. 
 
Whatever space is left unallocated after these purchases become cargo space, which does 
not have tags attached to it, but is usually divided up into from two to five cargo bays. 
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Cyclical Mortgage Costs 
Compressed atmosphere storage costs 1cr per unit. 
Extra cargo space costs 1cr per unit for leviathan class ships, 2cr per unit for titan class 
ships, 3cr per unit for strider class ships, and 4cr per unit for starling class ships. 
Fuel storage costs 1cr per unit. 
Passenger space costs 1cr per unit devoted to it. 
 
Compressed Atmosphere Storage 
One container of compressed atmosphere holds 6 charges of atmosphere. Each time the 
ship is repressurized, the container loses 1D charges. A container takes up units of space 
equal to the ship’s expanded scale class rating, and costs 1cr per space. 
 
Extra Cargo Space 
Each unit of space devoted to cargo consists of 10 cubic meters of space (or 10 tonnes, 
based on the weight of water). Additional units of cargo space can be bought and added 
to the normal amount of space available. 
 
Maximum additional cargo space: 
 Starling  Strider  Titan  Leviathan 
small 2-cargo  20-cargo  200-cargo 2,000-cargo 
med. 4-cargo  40-cargo  400-cargo 4,000-cargo 
large 8-cargo  80-cargo  800-cargo 8,000-cargo 
huge 16-cargo  160-cargo 1,600-cargo 16,000-cargo 
 
Fuel Storage 
Storage tanks for fuel hold 1 unit of fuel per unit of space devoted to them. 
 
Passenger Quarters 
Space can also be assigned to passenger quarters. 

Normal passenger quarters cost 1cr per unit of space. 
Themed passenger quarters cost 2cr per unit of space. 
Upscale passenger quarters cost 3cr per unit of space. 
Wealthy passenger quarters cost 5cr per unit of space. 

One unit of space is 10 cubic meters of passenger quarters. 
1 person per unit = small hotel room. 
5 people per unit = bunks. 
10 people per unit = coffin hotels. 
20 people per unit = stacked like sardines. 
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Step 5: Buy Tags and Systems That Don’t Affect Space 
 
The starship frame comes with the following components, all of which can have tags 
attached to them: 

Biosystems. 
Command systems. 
Communications systems. 
Computers. 
Hull. 
Hypersensors. 
Maneuver drive. 
Security systems (including internal sensors). 
Sensors (both internal and external). 

 
Plus the following optional components which do not have tags associated with them: 

Fuel siphon. 
Landing gear. 
Loading systems. 

 
Buying Tags 
Start with the base cost for a tag, determined by what component it is attached to, and 
multiply it by the expanded range class type of the ship to find the monthly mortgage 
rate. Any part of the ship may have the hi-tech tag, each of the six sctions may have the 
armoured tag, and some may also have the hardened tag, none of which is not included as 
tags that can be bought like those described here. 
 
The Nine Tag Types Base cost for a tag: 
Biosystems  1cr 
Command systems 2cr 
Communications  1cr 
Computers  3cr 
Hull   1cr 
Hypersensors  3cr 
Maneuver drive  2cr 
Security systems  3cr 
Sensors   2cr 
 
Tag Cost Multiplier: 
Starling class  1 
Strider class  2 
Small Titan  3 
Medium Titan  4 
Large Titan  5 
Huge Titan  6 
Small Leviathan  7 
Medium Leviathan 8 
Large Leviathan  9 
Huge Leviathan  10 
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Biosystems tags affect atmosphere, crew quarters, food supplies, gravitics, passenger 
quarters,and temperature regulators. 
Bridge tags can be separated into command systems, communications, computer 
systems, security, and sensors. 
Engineering tags can be separated into hypersensors, and maneuver drive systems. 
And Hull tags apply to the frame of the starship. 
 
Strengths: 

Biosystems: clean, comfortable, customized, ergonomic, luxury, multimedia, 
orthotech, vintage. 

Command Systems: dependable, fast, integrated signals, orthotech. 
Comms: back ups, encrypted, long range, orthotech. 
Computer: archives, back ups, heads-up display, orthotech, tight coding, user 

friendly. 
Hull: orthotech, rugged. 
Hypersensors: dependable, long range, orthotech, precise. 
Maneuver Drive: aggressive, agile, durable, fast, orthotech, workhorse. 
Security Systems: bioscanners, orthotech, panopticon. 
Sensors: computer assisted, filtered, long range, orthotech, precise, sensitive, 

wide spectrum. 
 
Weaknesses: 

Biosystems: cold, cramped, heterotech, high-g, hot, loud, low-g, messy, ozone, 
stuffy, uncomfortable. 

Command Systems: dispersed, glitchy, heterotech, separated. 
Comms: delayed, fragile, heterotech, noisy, staticky, vulnerable, weird. 
Computer: ad-hoc, corrupted, heterotech, obsolete, slow, vulnerable. 
Hull: fragile, heterotech, weak. 
Hypersensors: heterotech, power drain, short range. 
Maneuver Drive: clumsy, guzzler, heterotech, rabbity, slow, unresponsive. 
Security Systems: ad-hoc, heterotech, power drain, unreliable. 
Sensors: ad-hoc, glitchy, heterotech, internal blind spots, noisy, power drain. 

 
Starting number of tags: 
For a starling ship, choose 3 strengths and 2 weaknesses. 
For a strider ship, choose 4 strengths and 3 weaknesses. 
For a titan ship, choose 5 strengths and 4 weaknesses. 
For a leviathan ship, choose 6 strengths and 5 weaknesses. 
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Step 6: Weapons and Defences 
 
Basic shields that come with the hull and jump drive give starling and strider class ships 
1D of armour when they are functioning. Basic shields for titan and leviathan class ships 
give no extra armour against space weapons. 
 
Heavy shields give +1D of armour. 
Titanic shields give an additional +1D of armour, but can only be fitted to Titan or 
Leviathan class ships. 
 
Shield upgrades (extra shields) cost [linear ship size × tag multiplier] × 5cr, plus an 
additional 100cr for a leviathan class ship. 
 
Sandcasters give +1D temporary protection against lasers when used. A sandcaster takes 
up 1-space per 10 uses for starling and strider class ships, 1-space per 5 uses for titan 
class ships, and 1-space per use for leviathan class ships. 
 
Sandcasters cost 2cr for starling ships, 3cr for strider ships, 5cr for titan ships, and 10cr 
for leviathan ships. Sandcaster ammo costs 1cr per 1-space worth of ammunition (and 
isn’t part of the mortgage rate). 
 
Shield Costs: 
small starling  5cr 
medium starling  10cr 
large starling  15cr 
huge starling  20cr 
small strider  10cr 
medium strider  20cr 
large strider  30cr 
huge strider  40cr 
small titan  15cr 
medium titan  40cr 
large titan  75cr 
huge titan  120cr 
small leviathan  135cr 
medium leviathan  180cr 
large leviathan  235cr 
huge leviathan  300cr 
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Laser Damage: 
Tool lasers do 1D damage. 
Light lasers do 2D damage. 
Heavy lasers do 3D damage. 
Laser arrays do 4D damage. 
 
Laser Costs: 
 Starling  Strider  Titan (base) Leviathan (base) 
1D 3cr  6cr  12cr  24cr 
2D 6cr  12cr  24cr  48cr 
3D 12cr  24cr  48cr  96cr 
4D 24cr  48cr  96cr  192cr 
 
Additional Cost for size: 
Size cost for titanic lasers is the exponential size rating of the ship. 
Size cost for leviathan lasers is [exponential size × 10] in additional credits. 
 
Size Modifiers for weapon damage: 
 
Attacks made by a Starling class starship: 
Starling vs Strider  -1D 
Starling vs. Small Titan  -2D 
Starling vs. Medium Titan  -3D 
Starling vs. Large or Huge Titan -4D (no effect) 
Starling vs. Leviathan  no effect 
 
Attacks made by a Strider class starship: 
Strider vs. Starling +1D 
Strider vs. Small Titan -1D 
Strider vs. Medium Titan -2D 
Strider vs. Large Titan -3D 
Strider vs. Huge Titan -4D (no effect) 
Strider vs. Leviathan no effect 
 
Attacks made by a small Titan class starship: 
Small Titan vs. Starling  +2D 
Small Titan vs. Strider  +1D 
Small Titan vs. Medium Titan -1D 
Small Titan vs. Large Titan -2D 
Small Titan vs. Huge Titan -3D 
Small Titan vs. Leviathan  -4D (no effect) 
 
Attacks made by a medium Titan class starship: 
Medium Titan vs. Starling   +3D 
Medium Titan vs. Strider   +2D 
Medium Titan vs. Small Titan  +1D 
Medium Titan vs. Large Titan  -1D 
Medium Titan vs. Huge Titan  -2D 
Medium Titan vs. Small Leviathan  -3D 
Medium Titan vs. Medium Leviathan -4D (no effect) 
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Medium Titan vs. Large or Huge Leviathan no effect 
 
Attacks made by a large Titan class starship: 
Large Titan vs. Starling  +4D 
Large Titan vs. Strider  +3D 
Large Titan vs. Small Titan +2D 
Large Titan vs. Medium Titan +1D 
Large Titan vs. Huge Titan -1D 
Large Titan vs. Small Leviathan -2D 
Large Titan vs. Medium Leviathan -3D 
Large Titan vs. Large Leviathan -4D (no effect) 
Large Titan vs. Huge Leviathan no effect 
 
Attacks made by a huge Titan class starship: 
Huge Titan vs. Starling  +5D 
Huge Titan vs. Strider  +4D 
Huge Titan vs. Small Titan +3D 
Huge Titan vs. Medium Titan +2D 
Huge Titan vs. Large Titan +1D 
Huge Titan vs. Small Leviathan -1D 
Huge Titan vs. Medium Leviathan -2D 
Huge Titan vs. Large Leviathan -3D 
Huge Titan vs. Huge Leviathan -4D (no effect) 
 
Attacks made by a small Leviathan class starship: 
Small Leviathan vs. Starling  +6D 
Small Leviathan vs. Strider  +5D 
Small Leviathan vs. Small Titan  +4D 
Small Leviathan vs. Medium Titan  +3D 
Small Leviathan vs. Large Titan  +2D 
Small Leviathan vs. Huge Titan  +1D 
Small Leviathan vs. Medium Leviathan -1D 
Small Leviathan vs. Large Leviathan -2D 
Small Leviathan vs. Huge Leviathan -3D 
 
Attacks made by a medium Leviathan class starship: 
Medium Leviathan vs. Starling  +7D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Strider  +6D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Small Titan  +5D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Medium Titan +4D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Large Titan  +3D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Huge Titan  +2D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Small Leviathan +1D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Large Leviathan -1D 
Medium Leviathan vs. Huge Leviathab -2D 
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Attacks made by a large Leviathan class starship: 
Large Leviathan vs. Starling  +8D 
Large Leviathan vs. Strider  +7D 
Large Leviathan vs. Small Titan  +6D 
Large Leviathan vs. Medium Titan  +5D 
Large Leviathan vs. Large Titan  +4D 
Large Leviathan vs. Huge Titan  +3D 
Large Leviathan vs. Small Leviathan +2D 
Large Leviathan vs. Medium Leviathan +1D 
Large Leviathan vs. Huge Leviathan -1D 
 
Attacks made by a huge Leviathan class starship: 
Huge Leviathan vs. Starling  +9D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Strider  +8D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Small Titan  +7D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Medium Titan  +6D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Large Titan  +5D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Huge Titan  +4D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Small Leviathan +3D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Medium Leviathan +2D 
Huge Leviathan vs. Large Leviathan +1D 
 
Anything over 4D does automatic damage in marks to the target ship. 
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Travelling 

 
MOVING THROUGH SPACE 
There are several ways to travel through space. You can use a sub-light maneuver drive, 
but this does not get you across interstellar distances, and is only used to travel within a 
solar system. In order to travel between the stars, you need a jump drive, which catapults 
a starship through hyperspace in order to cross vast distances in a mere matter of days. 
 
Using a jump drive allows you to travel safely across pre-plotted interstellar spacelanes, 
or take risks and jump through space that you have only mapped from afar. 
 
When you make a jump along a known spacelane, you can travel a number of hexes up to 
your jump drive’s rating. You spend fuel equal to your jump drive’s fuel consumption 
rating for each hex you jump, and the journey takes a number of days equal to [1D÷2, 
round up] + modifiers + the number of hexes travelled. 
 
Random Arrival Time 

1 Afternoon 3 Dusk 5 Morning 

2 Dawn 4 Evening 6 Night 
 
Roll 1D for each member of the ship's crew to determine if their circadian rhythms match 
those of the world upon arrival: 

1 Circadian rhythms closely in sync with this world, little adjustment needed. 

2-3 Massive circadian asynch and persistent jet lag. 

4-6 Slightly desynched circadian rhythms, correctable with only a few days of 
adjustment. 

“Any road followed precisely to its end leads precisely
nowhere. Climb the mountain just a little bit to test that it’s

a mountain. From the top of the mountain, you cannot see
the mountain..”

― Frank Herbert, Dune
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DETAILS OF SPACE TRAVEL 
 
Fuel 
Jumps consume a number of units of fuel equal to their jump drive’s fuel consumption 
rating. A ship that does not have enough fuel either cannot make the jump or drops out of 
hyperspace earlier than expected, which could leave it stranded. 
 
Fuel is made from hydrogen atoms, usually collected from gas giants, and refined into a 
special type of fuel. Hydrogen can also be collected from other sources, such as water or 
breathable atmospheres, but is harder to refine. 
 
A ship’s fuel tanks take up more space than refined fuel would when shipped in 
containers. In order to hold 1-fuel, a ship needs 1-space worth of special fuel 
containment, the equivalent of 10 tonnes. These containers do not decrease in size when 
they are empty. 
 
Refined fuel costs 1cr per unit. 
Unrefined fuel costs 1cr per 5 units, or it can be collected for free from a natural source. 
 
Time 
A jump takes a number of days equal to [1D÷2, round up] + the distance in hexes. Plus 
there are modifiers. 
 
Modifiers: 
3 or more stress marks  +1 day 
Computer is damaged  +1D days 
Hypersensors are damaged +2D days 
Jump drive is damaged  +1D days 
Using unrefined fuel  +1 day 
Starting from an unoccupied hex +[1D÷2, round up] days 
 
If your computer or hypersensors are ruined, you cannot make a jump. If you use a back-
up computer that is not designed for a starship, it counts as a damaged computer. 
 
 
Uncharted Space 
When you jump through space without a route, roll+sharp. You cannot travel farther 
than your jump drive’s rating in hexes. On a 10+, it takes the same amount of time and 
fuel as a normal jump, and additionally, on a 12+, you can save this route to your ship’s 
database and use it as an existing spacelane. On a 7-9, it is like a normal jump except 
choose one: 

It strains the ship (mark 1 stress). 
It takes twice as much fuel. 
It takes twice as much time. 
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THE STARPORT PHASE 
 
When your starship arrives at a starport, follow these steps in order: 
1. Dock first, pay moorage fees. 
2. Deliver cargo and passengers. 
3. Upkeep. 
4. Find buyers for trade goods. 
5. Explore further options. 
 
Step 1: Docking at a Starport 
When you come out of a jump, into a system or into deep space, you can skim fuel off a 
gas giant, do some kind of mission, land on a planet, or dock at a starport. 
 
When you stop at a starport, you have several options: 
1. Full service, with inspection, maintenance, and other services. 
2. Docking with minimal service and fees. 
3. Refuel only. 
 
Option 1: Full Service 
There are moorage fees for docking at a starport, mainly for routine maintenance, 
insurance, and safety fees. Better starports charge higher fees. 
 
Moorage fees for each starport type, by ship size: 
   A B C/D X 
Starling   3cr 2cr 1cr 0cr 
Strider   6cr 4cr 2cr 0cr 
Titan   12cr 8cr 4cr 0cr 
Small Leviathan  24cr 16cr 8cr 0cr 
Medium Leviathan 48cr 32cr 16cr 0cr 
Large Leviathan  96cr 64cr 32cr 0cr 
Huge Leviathan  192cr 128cr 64cr 0cr 
 
Scouts: 
Scout ships that dock at scout bases always pay C/D rates for full service. 
 
Other Situations: 
 Government mission passes cover moorage fees. 
 Moorage fees are waived if you are reporting a hijacking or robbery. 
You still receive full inspection and maintenance under both tehse conditions (at least 
from an Imperial starport), at no cost to yourself. 
 
Advantages of Full Service: 
 You can make any upkeep rolls for the current cycle while docked at a class A 

starport, instead of waiting until the end of the cycle. 
 You can make any business upkeep rolls for the current month while docked at a 

class B starport, instead of waiting until the end of the month (but not maintenance 
upkeep rolls). 

 You can get bonuses to your jump drive and ship maintenance upkeep rolls. 
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Extra Time for Upkeep Rolls 
If you decide to make a business upkeep roll or any maintenance upkeep rolls before the 
end of the cycle, it takes additional time. Any character responsible for an upkeep roll 
spends that time dealing with business or maintenance. 
 
Business Only Extra Time: 
Starling  1 extra day. 
Strider  2 extra days. 
Titan  3 extra days. 
Leviathan 4 extra days. 
 
Maintenance Upkeep Extra Time: 
Starling   1 extra day. 
Strider   2 extra days. 
Titan   1D+1 extra days. 
Small Leviathan  1D+2 extra days. 
Medium Leviathan 1D+3 extra days. 
Large Leviathan  1D+4 extra days. 
Huge Leviathan  1D+5 extra days. 
 
If you are making multiple upkeep rolls, don’t add extra time for all of them, just use the 
longer one. If you have to roll for extra days, roll once only. 
 
Scrubbing the Fuel Tanks 
If you want to scrub the fuel tanks to get rid of the effects of unrefined fuel, that can also 
cost time and money. At an A or B class starport, this service is provided for a fee. 
 
Ship Class  Cost Extra Time 
Starling   1cr [1D÷2, round up] days. 
Strider   2cr 1D days. 
Titan   4cr [1D + linear size rating] days. 
Small Leviathan  8cr 2D+1 days. 
Medium Leviathan 16cr 2D+2 days. 
Large Leviathan  24cr 2D+3 days. 
Huge Leviathan  32cr 2D+4 days. 
 
At any starport, if you have already payed for full service, you can try to scrub the fuel 
tanks yourself, instead of paying someone else to do it. If you scrub the tanks, 
roll+sharp. On a 10+, it takes the same amount of time as paying someone else and costs 
nothing. On a 7-9, it takes an additional 1D days. On a miss, it doesn’t work at all. 
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Option 2: Basic Docking 
You can forgo moorage fees and dock without any kind of service. This is cheaper, and 
you can still process cargo and other goods to and from the ship. 
 
Ship Class A/B Class C/D Class 
Starling  1cr  0cr 
Strider  2cr  1cr 
Titan  4cr  2cr 
Leviathan 8cr  4cr 
 
Scouts: 
Scout ships that dock at scout bases never pay anything for basic docking. 
 
 
Option 3: Refuelling 
Moorage fees do not apply if you are only stopping to refuel, and not using any of the 
docking facilities. 
Refined fuel costs 1cr per unit of fuel. 
Unrefined fuel costs 1cr per 5 units of fuel. 
 
 
Step 2: Deliver Cargo and Passengers 
Passengers usually pay in advance for transport. Illegals who are stopped at customs may 
lead the authorities to the ship to ask questions and demand additional paperwork. 
 
The payment for cargo is 1cr per 40 tonne sealed shipping container. Shippers almost 
never pay up front unless that’s part of a negotiated contract. Usually, they pay upon 
receipt of cargo. 
 
Illegal cargo may or may not get through customs—if it doesn’t, the ship may be held 
responsible, although it is ultimately up to the shipping company to comply with the law. 
They could even be charged with an offence against the ship they contracted to transport 
the cargo. 
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Step 3: Ship Upkeep 
If it is the 27th day of the month and you are still in port, the upkeep cycle ends and 
you must make your monthly upkeep checks and end the month. If you exit a jump on the 
27th or any later date, the upkeep cycle  is over and you must make your regular upkeep 
checks, even if you are in deep space or on a planet without a starport. Start each new 
upkeep cycle from day 1. 
 
There are five possible upkeep rolls to make: 
 Business expenses. 
 Jump drive maintenance. 
 Ship maintenance. 
 Space madness. 
 
No character can make more than 2 upkeep rolls each cycle. 
 
 
Business Expenses 
If you have engaged in speculative trade or other private business operations—not 
including shipping cargo or less than 5 passengers at a time—you must make a business 
cost upkeep roll. 
 
The exception: Crews operating a ship for a third-party owner and handing over a 
percentage don’t make business cost upkeep rolls. The owner is responsible for handling 
all the business fees and licensing. 
 
Activities that do not require a business upkeep check: 
 Exploratory missions. 
 Military operations. 
 Transporting 1-9 passengers at a time. 
 Transporting cargo less than 100 tonnes (25 containers) at a time. 
 Transporting data. 
 Unreported trade. 
 
Activities that do require a business upkeep check at the end of the month: 
 Acting as private security. 
 Buying, selling, and reporting goods for speculative trading. 
 Transporting 10+ passengers at a time. 
 Transporting 100+ tonnes (25+ containers) of cargo at a time. 
All of these activities make a ship subject to import and export tariffs, imperial trade 
regulations, licensing fees, regulations, and the authorities of various jurisdictions. 
Government bodies, military forces, trade guilds, unions, and various private business 
interests all have stakes to protect and beaks to wet. 
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To check for additional, unforseen business expenses, roll+deep. On a 10+, everything 
is up to date. On a 7-9, you incur minor additional business expenses that can be paid at 
any class A or B starport. On a miss, in addition to the minor additional business 
expenses above, you also incur major additional business expenses. 
 
Minor Additional Business Fees: 
  Mortgaged Owner-Aboard Scout Ship 
Starling  1D×5cr  1D×10cr  1D×15cr 
Strider  1D×10cr  1D×20cr  1D×30cr 
Titan  1D×20cr  1D×40cr  -- 
Leviathan 1D×40cr  1D×80cr  -- 
 
Major Additional Business Fees: 
Starling  [1D + linear size rating] × 15cr. 
Strider  [1D + linear size rating] × 30cr. 
Titan  [1D + linear size rating × 50] in credits. 
Leviathan [1D × exponential size rating × 200] in credits. 
 
Add 10% to major fees if the ship is a deactivated scout ship (round fractions up). 
 
Planet-level costs can be dodged as long as you don’t go back to that planet, and as long 
as the party that levied the fee doesn’t bring it to the Imperial courts. Imperial-level costs 
travel throughout the Imperial bureaucracy. If you have enough social standing, you may 
argue costs, fees, tarrifs, and taxes in court, though this also costs monet. 
 
When you argue major fees in court, roll+deep. On a 12+, you do not have to pay the 
fee, and you are able to collect damages. On a 10-11, you do not have to pay the fee. On 
a 7-9, you can settle out of court or pay nothing after a protracted amount of time. On a 
miss, you are forced to pay double. 
 
Unpaid fees increase each cycle, by as much as 20%. You can take out loans if the bank 
interest is lower. They usually increase by 10% each month. 
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Jump Drive Maintenance 
To check for jump drive maintenance upkeep, roll+sharp. On a 10+, everything is 
fine. Routine maintenance has kept the jump drive in good shape. On a 7-9, some minor 
maintenance is required. Your jump drive is considered damaged until you repair it. On a 
miss, the ship requires minor maintenance, as above, and the jump drive is also 
considered ruined until it receives major maintenance. 
 
Minor Maintenance Costs: 
Starling  [1D × jump rating] in credits. 
Strider  [1D × jump rating × linear size] in credits. 
Titan  [2D × jump rating × linear size] in credits. 
Leviathan [1D × jump rating × linear size] × 10cr. 
 
Major Maintenance Costs: 
Starling  [1D + jump rating] × 5cr. 
Strider  [1D + jump rating] × 10cr. 
Titan  [1D + jump rating + linear size] × 25cr. 
Leviathan [1D + jump rating + linear size] × 100cr. 
 
Unrefined Fuel 
If you have used unrefined fuel and the tanks have not been scrubbed before making the 
jump drive upkeep roll, add 50% to all costs incurred from jump drive maintenance 
(round fractions up). 
 
’Vantages: 
 If you paid for moorage at a class A starport at least once since your last jump drive 

upkeep roll, or you are rolling while moored at a class A starport, that counts as 
technological advantage. 

 If you haven’t paid any moorage fees since your last jump drive upkeep roll, or if 
you haven’t paid for full service since being damaged, that counts as a technological 
disadvantage. 

 
 
Space Madness 
At least one charcter must always check for space madness at the end of each cycle. In a 
group of 6 or more PCs, two characters must check for space madness. It must not be the 
same character twice in a row, but otherwise it is up to the players to choose—unless 
circumstances dictate it must be one in particular. If two or more characters are required 
to check for space madness, all characters required to check must check. 
 
To check for space madness, roll+cold. On a 10+, you’re holding it together fine, no 
worries. On a 7-9, if you don’t spend at least days equal to your sharp stat off the ship, 
you must choose 1: 

Go crazy while away the ship. 
Go crazy while on the ship. 

On a miss, you go crazy. The MC will tell you how. 
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Starship Maintenance 
To check for starship maintenance, roll+heavy. On a 10+, everything is fine. Routine 
maintenance has you covered. On a 7-9, some minor maintenance is required. Mark  
1 stress. On a miss, mark 1 stress, plus one internal system fails. It is considered ruined 
until it receives major maintenance. 
 
’Vantages: 
 If you paid for moorage at a class A starport at least once since your last starship 

maintenance roll, or you are rolling while moored at a class A starport, that counts as 
technological advantage. 

 If you haven’t paid any moorage fees since your last jump drive upkeep roll, or if 
you haven’t paid for full service since being damaged, that counts as a technological 
disadvantage. 

 
 
Repairing Stress 
Your starship can become stressed as a result of violence, the strain of jumping through 
hyperspace, or as the result of poor maintenance. 
 
Minor Maintenance Costs: 
Starling  [1D + number of marks] in credits. 
Strider  1D + [number of marks × 2] in credits. 
Titan  2D + [number of marks × 3] in credits. 
Leviathan [1D × linear size rating] + [number of marks × 5] in credits. 
 
When you have 4-6 marks, the routine maintenance cost will only clear a single mark. 
You must clear individual marks until you have 3 marks, then you can pay the routine 
cost to clear all 3 marks. 
 
Major Maintenance Costs: 
Starling  [1D × number of marks] + exponential size, in credits. 
Strider  [2D × number of marks] + [exponential size × 2] in credits. 
Titan  [3D × number of marks] + [exonential size × 3] in credits. 
Leviathan [4D × number of marks] + [exponential size × 10] in credits. 
 
If a system requires major maintenance, consult the table to see how many marks it 
counts as when you are calculating the cost. 
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Major maintenance of systems: 
System   Counts as: 
Atmosphere  1 
Cargo bay  1 
Combat system  2 
Command systems 5 
Communications  2 
Computers  3 
Crew quarters  2 
External sensors  5 
Food storage  1 
Fuel siphon  1 
Fuel storage  3 
Gravitics  4 
Hypersensors*  6 
Internal sensors  3 
Jump drive*  6 
Landing systems  2 
Loading systems  1 
Maneuver drive  4 
Passenger quarters 2 
Power systems  3 
Security systems  4 
Shields*   6 
Temperature regulators 1 
 
*Hypersensors, jump drive, and shields are only eligible for requiring major maintenance 
if the last jump drive maintenance upkeep roll indicated that the jump drive required any 
maintenance. If routine maintenance has got the jump drive covered, reroll any result that 
says the hypersensors, jump drive, or shields require major maintenance. 
 
Use this number in place of the number of marks when calculating the cost of major 
maintenance in order to make the system functional again. 
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FURTHER OPTIONS 
 
Cargo, Passengers, and Trading 
As described in the Trading chapter, any starport attached to a world with a reasonable 
population has opportunities for shipping cargo, taking on passengers, and engaging in 
speculative trade. 
 
Missions 
If the crew has contacts on the world, they might undertake a special mission. Each 
mission has its own details. 
 
Scout Missions 
Scout ships that dock at starports with scout bases must check to see if the scout base has 
need of them. If you are reporting a completed mission, or are still in the process of 
undertaking one, when you dock at a scout base, do not check for another mission. In 
other circumstances, after your ship has been repaired and you have deposited cargo and 
passengers, check for a scout mission. 
 
When you dock at a scout base, roll+your ship’s jump rating. On a 12+, you are put on 
a serious mission, which may include reverting to active duty. On a 10-11, you are given 
a short mission to undertake in addition to whatever you have going on yourself. On a  
7-9, you have the option of undertaking a mission. On a miss, the scout service has no 
interest in your activities. Bypass customs and continue about your business. 
 
’Vantages: 
 If this is your first check for a mission since completing one, that counts as 

circumstancial disadvantage. 
 If you refused a mission the last time you docked at a scout base, or failed to 

complete your last mission, that counts as circumstantial advantage. 
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SCOUT MISSIONS

1D 1st: Mission Type
1 Special mission.   
2 Survey an empty hex.   
3 Survey an occupied hex.   
4 Transport data.   
5 Transport goods.   
6 Transport persons.   
    

1D 2nd: Transporting Data 1D 2nd: Surveys 
1 Adjacent hex. 1 Detailed survey. 
2 Distant scout base (4-6 hexes). 2 Find someone in particular. 
3 Distant scout base (4-6 hexes). 3 Find something that may exist. 
4 Nearby non-scout site (2-3 hexes). 4 Investigate a clandestine site. 
5 Nearby scout base (2-3 hexes). 5 Patrol. 
6 Very distant scout base (7+ hexes). 6 Routine survey. 
    

1D 2nd: Transporting Goods/People   
1 Adjacent hex, non-scout site.   
2 Adjacent hex, scout base or op.   
3 Distant non-scout site (4-6 hexes).   
4 Distant scout base (4-5 hexes).   
5 Nearby non-scout site (2-3 hexes).   
6 Nearby scout base (2-3 hexes).   
    

1D 3rd: Transported People   
1 One scout.   
2 Two scouts.   
3 Three scouts.   
4 Four scouts.   
5 One or more non-scouts.   
6 Paired crew of scouts.   

Survey Results:
1. A detailed survey takes an 

additional 1D days to complete. 
2. This someone can be an individual,

a group, or a particular type of 
person. 

3. The scouts suspect the existence of 
something, and want to find out 
the truth. 

4. The scouts know of the existence 
of a secret site, and want it 
investigated. 

5. To patrol is to search for illegals or 
other particular parties. 

6. A routine survey takes a few hours.
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1D 2nd: Special Missions
1 Black op.   
2 Investigate an external incident.   
3 Investigate an internal incident.   
4 Public appearance.   
5 Scout intern.   
6 Test a new technology.   
    
  1D 3rd: Black Ops 
  1 Assault enemy target. 
  2 Disinformation program. 
  3 Obtain data. 
  4 Obtain goods. 
  5 Obtain persons. 
  6 Survey inhabited planet. 
    
  1D 4th: Obtaining Data 
  1 Adjacent hex, a team awaits. 
  2 Adjacent hex, your op. 
  3 Nearby world (2-4 hexes), your op.
  4 This world, a team awaits. 
  5 This world, a team awaits. 
  6 This world, your op. 

    
  1D 4th: Obtaining Goods/People 
  1-2 Adjacent hex. 
  3-4 Nearby world (2-4 hexes away). 
  5-6 This world. 
   Even: Target is an enemy asset. 
   Odd: Target is a scout asset. 
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Trading 

 
BUSINESS OPTIONS 
Once you are in a starport and have disposed of your cargo and passengers, you can 
pursue otehr options, including taking on more cargo and new passengers, but also 
buying and selling speculative trade guilds. 
 
Shipping Cargo 
When you look for a cargo shipper to hire you, roll+deep. On a 10+, the GM rolls dice 
equal to the population code of the destination world or the source world, whichever is 
higher. On a 7-9, the GM rolls dice equal to the lower population code of the destination 
and source worlds. On a miss, you are shut out or offered dangerous cargo. 
 
Cargo Dice: 
Each die rolled by the GM for cargo shipments constitutes one shipment that cannot be 
broken up. The value of the die indicates the payment for shipping in credits and how 
many sealed shipping containers are part of the cargo. Each container is 40 tonnes. A die 
roll of 4, for example, indicates a 160 tonne (or  
4 containers) shipment that pays the ship 4cr upon delivery. 
 
If you call upon a shipper on subsequent days, there are half as many dice worth of 
shipments available each day, round down. 
 
Longer Shipments 
If cargo is going 4-6 hexes or more, the shipping rate is doubled (2cr per container), but 
there is less cargo (2D fewer). If the cargo is going 7-9 hexes or more, the shipping rate is 
tripled (3cr per container), but there is 3D fewer, and a maximum of 3D per week. 
Anyone shipping cargo that far is probably going to use an official shipping company, 
even if it costs extra money. 

“Fighting and scars are part of a trader’s overhead. But
fighting is only useful when there’s money at the end, and

if I can get it without, so much the sweeter.”

― Isaac Asimov, Foundation
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Speculative Trade 
When you search a marketplace for trade goods available immediately, roll+deep. 
On a 12+, you find 2 lots of goods now and 2 more each day you continue looking. On a 
10 or 11, you find 2 lots of goods now and 1 more each day you continue looking for 
trade goods, to a maximum number of days equal to the planet’s population code. On a 
7-9, you find 1 lot of trade goods. On a miss, you are shut out or offered dangerous 
goods. 
 
When you look for trade goods to buy at a slow, methodical pace, you find  
1 lot of goods each week. 
 
When you buy or sell goods, the GM checks the base cost and multiplies that by the total 
amount available, in tonnes, to find the average price of these goods. The GM then roll 
2D+modifiers on the following table to find the actual price of these goods, at this time, 
on this world: 
 
Roll Price 
0 Special 
1 40% 
2 50% 
3 60% 
4 70% 
5 80% 
6 90% 
7 100% 
8 110% 
9 120% 
10 130% 
11 150% 
12 170% 
13 200% 
14 250% 
15 300% 
16+ 400% 
 
Special 
If you are buying, Special means you can buy these goods for 40%, but also if you sell 
them on a world where you have already done business, you get an additional +1 to the 
selling price roll. 
 
If you are selling, Special means you can’t sell these goods on this world for any price. 
 
Modifiers 
The roll is modified by tags, indicated in each goods description, and by any advantages 
gained from contacts on the world, etc. 
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LOTS FOR SALE 
Each lot of goods found on a world is generated by the GM. It consists of a type of good 
or product, the amount in tons, and the final price. The type of goods is determined by 
random tables that correspond to the world type. 
 
Bioproduction worlds have their own table. 
Industrial worlds have their own table. 
Resource-extracting worlds have their own table. 
 
Low population worlds and barren worlds have no goods available for purchase. 
 
Clt and Heg worlds may have their own tables. Proto-industrial worlds can use either the 
industrial world table instead of whatever would normally be used. 
 
The amount available is determined by the individual entry. This can vary, depending on 
the world type. It may be possible to split this amount into smaller shipments, but it costs 
at least 1cr to do so. 
 
Each good has a base price. This is the expected wholesale price, all things being equal. 
When the price roll returns a result of 100%, this is the exact price. When there is a 
percentage, round up or down, whichever way is least favourable for the characters. 
 
Each type of good has modifiers to the buying and selling prices, based on what type of 
world is doing the buying or selling. Every modifier for every tag the world has counts 
toward the final price roll. 
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BIO-PRODUCTION WORLD TRADE GOODS TABLE 
The first 12 entries vary based on production type: 
 Agricultural  Aquacultural  Horticultural 
11 Agri. electronics Animal furs  Agri. electronics 
12 Agri. machinery Aqua. electronics  Agri. machinery 
13 Animal-based fabrics Basic goods table  Animal feed 
14 Animal furs  Edible vegetation  Edible vegetation 
15 Exotic animals Environmental goods Exotic plants 
16 Plant-based fabrics Exotic animals  Plant-based fabrics 
 
21 Scrap wood product Exotic animals  Plant-based fabrics 
22 Trained animals Rare food products Scrap wood product 
23 Untrained animals Specialty foods  Scrap wood product 
24 Untrained animals Uncmn food products Uncommon spices 
25 Usable timber Water   Usable timber 
26 Usable timber Water   Usable timber 
 
Technological considerations: 
 Hi-Tech   Not Hi-Tech 
31 Compact specialty goods Animal feed 
32 Exotic food products Basic manufactured goods 
33 Exotic plants  Edible vegetation 
34 Hi-tech synthetic textiles Organic silk 
35 Medical supplies  Plant-based fabrics 
36 Processed chemicals Water 
 
41 Compressed atmosphere 
42 Drugs 
43 Edible vegetation 
44 Exotic food products 
45 Exotic plants 
46 Exotic spices 
 
51 Medical supplies 
52 Rare food products 
53 Specialty foods 
54 Specialty foods 
55 Uncommon food products 
56 Uncommon spices 
 
61 Basic goods table 
62 Metal table 
63 Stone table 
64 Ind trade imbalance 
65 Res trade imbalance 
66 Other trade imbalance 
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INDUSTRIAL WORLD TRADE GOODS TABLE 
 
11 Advanced electronics 
12 Agricultural electronics 
13 Agricultural machinery 
14 Aquacultural electronics 
15 Automated factories 
16 Basic electronics 
 
21 Basic manufacturing goods 
22 Commercial electronics 
23 Common chemicals 
24 Common metal 
25 Compact specialty goods 
26 Computers 
 
31 Drugs 
32 Energy weapons 
33 Environmental goods 
34 Explosives 
35 Firearms 
36 Hazardous chemicals 
 
41 Hazardous waste 
42 Hi-tech synthetic textiles 
43 Industrial components 
44 Luxury goods 
45 Machine parts 
46 Medical supplies 
 
51 Polymers 
52 Precious metal 
53 Processed chemicals 
54 Radioactive isotopes  
55 Smartguns 
56 Special metallic alloys 
 
61 Specialized machine parts 
62 Synthetics textiles 
63 Uncommon metal 
64 Bio trade imbalance 
65 Res trade imbalance 
66 Other trade imbalance 
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RESOURCE-EXTRACTING WORLD TRADE GOODS TABLE 
 
Environmental factors: 
 Not Des, Hos, Ice Des only Hos only  Ice only 
11 Basic manfct. goods Common stone Basic goods table  Water 
12 Bio table  Drugs  Drugs   Water 
13 Compressed atmo Enviro goods Enviro goods  Water 
14 Edible vegetation Exotic animals Ind table   Water 
15 Specialty foods Rare stone Medical supplies  Water 
16 Water  Uncmn. stone Synthetic textiles  Water 
 
Hydrographic factors: 
 Not Flo, Por  Flo only   Por only 
21 Common prcs. metal Common chemicals Basic goods table 
22 Precious ore  Common chemicals Basic manufactured goods 
23 Presentation gems Hazardous chemicals Common stone 
24 Rare precious metal Hazardous chemicals Presentation stone 
25 Rare present. gems Processed chemicals Rare stone 
26 Uncmn. prcs. metal Processed chemicals Uncommon stone 
 
Technological factors: 
 All Res not Hi-Tech Hi-Tech only 
31 Common metal  Automated factories 
32 Common ore  Compact specialty goods 
33 Common stone  Computers 
34 Rare stone  Hi-tech synthetic textiles 
35 Uncomon ore  Ind table 
36 Uncommon stone  Special metallic alloys 
 
 All Res 
41 Basic manufactured goods 
42 Common chemicals 
43 Explosives 
44 Gemstones 
45 Hazardous chemicals 
46 Polymers 
 
51 Presentation stone  61 Basic goods table 
52 Processed chemicals  62 Metal table 
53 Radioactive isotopes  63 Stone table 
54 Rare earth elements  64 Bio trade imbalance 
55 Rare presentation stone  65 Ind trade imbalance 
56 Uncommon metal   66 Other trade imbalance 
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BASIC GOODS TABLE 
11 Basic electronics 
12 Basic manufacturing goods 
13 Commercial electronics 
14 Common chemicals 
15 Common metal 
16 Common ore 
 
21 Common stone 
22 Compressed atmosphere 
23 Drugs 
24 Firearms 
25 Industrial components 
26 Machine parts 
 
31 Medical supplies 
32 Polymers 
33 Processed chemicals 
34 Specialty foods 
35 Synthetic textiles 
36 Water 
 
STONES & CRYSTALS TABLE 
2-3 Rare presentation stone 
4-5 Uncommon stone 
6-7 Common stone 
8 Rare stone 
9 Presentation stone 
10 Gemstones 
11 Presentation gems 
12 Rare presentation gems 
 
METALS & ORE TABLE 
2-3 Precious ore 
4-5 Uncommon metal 
6-7 Common metal 
8 Common ore 
9 Uncommon ore 
10 Precious metal 
11-12 Rare earth elements 
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BIOLOGICAL RAW MATERIALS 
 
ANIMALS 
   Base Cost Quan. Agr Hos 
Untrained animals 2cr  1D+1 2D 1 
Animals for pets or use as beasts of burden. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+2, Gar-1, Hip-2, Hos+2, Lop+2. 
Resale: Bio-1, Hip+2, Lop+1, Rch+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quan. Agr Hos 
Trained animals  5cr  1D 2D 1 
Animals for guarding, hiding, riding, and all kinds of performance. 
Purchase: Agr-2, Aqu+2, Des+2, Hip-1, Hos+2. 
Resale: Aqu-2, Hip+2, Nag+2, Rch+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quan Agr/Wat  Hos 
Exotic animals  10cr  1D 2D  1 
Rare avians and land-based animals, as well as all marine life. 
Purchase: Des+2, Hos+4, Ind+2, Por-2, Wat-1. 
Resale: Hip+1, Nag+1, Rch+3. 
 
FOOD 
  Base Cost Quantity  Agr Hos 
Animal feed 1cr / 10 tons 2Dx10  3Dx10 1Dx5 
Feed-grade vegetation and edible scraps. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+2, Gar-1, Hos+2, Ind+2, Hip-2, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Agr+1, Aqu-2, Nag+1, Por+2, Rch-2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity Agr Hos 
Edible vegetation 1cr / 5 tons 2Dx5 4Dx10 1Dx5 
Fruits, vegetables, cereals and grains, nuts, tubers, etc. Grown naturally or 
hydroponically. Bulk nutrients, harvested from vegetation. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+2, Gar-1, Hos+2, Ind+2, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Bio-2, Gar-1, Hos+2, Ind+2, Nag+2, Por+1, Rch-2. 
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  Base Cost Quantity  Agr/Aqu  Ind 
Specialty foods 1cr  1Dx5  2Dx10  2Dx5 
Animal products, desserts, rare food additives, common spices, rare fruits, pre-packaged 
foods, junk food, beer and wine, survival rations, flavoured liquids, synthetic nutrient 
mixtures, bulk nutrient components, candies. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+2, Gar-1, Hos+1, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Bio-2, Hos+2, Ind+2, Nag+2, Por+2. 
 
    Base Cost Quantity Agr Aqu 
Uncommon food products 3cr  1Dx5 2Dx5 3Dx5 
Rare species of plants and animals, uncommon processed food, low-yield alcoholic 
beverages (ie microbrews). 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+1, Gar-1, Hos+1, Ind+1, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Bio-1, Hos+1, Ind+2, Nag+2, Por+1, Rch+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Aqu 
Rare food products 6cr  1D  1Dx5 1Dx5 
Products processed artisinally by famous institutions. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Gar-1, Hos+2, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Bio-2, Hos+1, Ind+1, Nag+1, Por+1, Rch+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Aqu 
Exotic food products 12cr  1  1D 1D 
Food products unique to certain planets (this entry assumes they can be shipped at all). 
Purchase: Bio-2, Gar-1, Hos+2, Nag+2. 
Resale: Bio-1, Hos+1, Ind+1, Nag+1, Por+1, Rch+3. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Gar 
Uncommon spices 1cr  1D  1Dx5 2Dx5 
Adobo, aniseed, basil, curry, fennel, sage, white pepper, aromatics. 
Purchase: Bio-2, Des+1, Gar-2, Hos+3, Ind+2, Nag+3, Wat+1. 
Resale: Bio-2, Des+2, Gar-1, Hip+2, Hos+2, Por+2, Rch+2, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Gar 
Exotic spices  2cr  1D  1Dx5 2Dx5 
Black salt, cinnamon, marjoram, saffron, wasabi, exotic aromatics. 
Purchase: Bio-1, Des+1, Gar-1, Hos+3, Ind+2, Nag+3, Rch+1, Wat+1. 
Resale: Bio-1, Des+2, Hip+1, Hos+2, Por+2, Rch+4, Wat+1. 
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TEXTILES 
   Base Cost Quantity  Gar Hos 
Animal-based fabrics 1cr  2Dx20  3Dx10 1Dx5 
Purchase: Agr-3, Des+4, Gar-2, Nag+2, Hos+3, Ind+3, Lot-1, Wat+2. 
Resale: Agr-3, Des+2, Gar-2, Hip+2, Hos+1, Ind+1, Nag+1, Rch+1, Wat+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Gar 
Animal furs  3cr  1D  1Dx5 2Dx5 
Purchase: Agr-4, Des+2, Gar-4, Hos+6, Lot-2, Por+1. 
Resale: Agr-1, Gar-1, Hos+2, Rch+4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Gar 
Plant-based fabrics 1cr / 5 tons 3Dx10  5Dx10 4Dx10 
Purchase: Bio-4, Des+4, Gar-2, Nag+2, Hos+4, Ind+4, Lot-1. 
Resale: Bio-4, Des+2, Gar-2, Hip+2, Hos+1, Ind+1, Nag+1, Rch+1, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Agr Rch 
Organic silk  5cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 3Dx5 
Purchase: Agr-2, Des+1, Gar-2, Hos+1, Lot+2, Rch+1. 
Resale: Agr-1, Gar-1, Hip+1, Lot+2, Rch+4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Synthetic textiles 2cr  2Dx10  4Dx10 6Dx10 
kevlar, advanced ballistic weave 
Purchase: Bio+2, Hit-2, Ind-4, Lot+6. 
Resale: Bio-1, Des+1, Hip+2, Hos+1, Ind+1, Lot+2, Nag+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Hi-tech synthetic textiles 10cr  2Dx5  2Dx10 3Dx10 
Purchase: Bio+3, Hit-2, Ind-4, Lot+8. 
Resale: Des+2, Flo+2, Hit-1, Hos+2, Lot-2, Nag+1, Rch+2, Vac+1. 
Hi-tech origins. 
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WOOD 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hos Wat 
Scrap wood product 1cr / 10 tons 3Dx10  2Dx10 2Dx10 
Purchase: Bio-4, Gar-2, Hos+3, Ind+1, Wat+2. 
Resale: Bio-4, Gar-2, Hip+2, Hos+2, Ind+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hos Wat 
Usable timber  1cr / 5 tons 4Dx5  1Dx5 2Dx5 
Purchase: Bio-4, Gar-2, Hos+3, Ind+2, Wat+4. 
Resale: Bio-4, Gar-2, Hip+1, Hos+2, Rch+1, Wat+4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Gar Hos 
Exotic plants  1cr  2Dx5  3Dx5 1Dx5 
Exotic flowers, rare woods, motile plants, desirable seedstock, apple branches, graftable 
materials. 
Purchase: Bio-4, Gar-1, Hos+3, Ind+3, Wat+4. 
Resale: Bio-2, Hos+2, Ind+1, Rch+3, Wat+4. 
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ABIOTIC RAW MATERIALS 
 
METALS 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Common ore  1cr / 5 tons 3Dx5  3Dx10 4D 
Iron ore, lead ore, zinc ore. 
Purchase: Ast-2, Flo+1, Por+1, Res-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Ast-4, Ind+4, Res-4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Uncommon ore  1cr  2Dx5  2Dx10 3D 
Copper ore, nickel sodium ore, tin ore, tungsten ore. 
Purchase: Ast-2, Flo+1, Por+1, Rch-1, Res-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Ast-4, Ind+4, Rch+1, Res-4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Precious ore  2cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 2D 
Gold ore, platinum ore, silver ore, uranium ore, radioactive ore. 
Purchase: Ast-2, Por+1, Rch-2, Res-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Ast-4, Ind+4, Rch+2, Res-4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Wat 
Common metal  2cr  4Dx5  4Dx10 4D 
Aluminum, brass, calcium, carbonate, lead, magnesium,steel, zinc, common alloys. 
Purchase: Hit-1, Ind-2, Por+1, Rch-1, Wat+1. 
Resale: Hit-1, Ind-1, Nin+1, Por+3, Rch-1, Wat+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Wat 
Uncommon metal 5cr  3Dx5  3Dx10 3D 
Copper, potassium, tin, titanium, uncommon aloys, magnetics. 
Purchase: Ind-3, Por+1, Rch-2, Wat+1. 
Resale: Ind-2, Nin+4, Rch-1, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Wat 
Precious metal  10cr  2Dx5  2Dx10 2D 
Gold, platinum, silver, precious alloys, depleted uranium. 
Purchase: Hit-1, Ind+4, Por+2, Rch-1, Wat+2. 
Resale: Hit-1, Ind+4, Rch+1, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Wat 
Rare earth elements 20cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 1D 
Rare and unnaturally heavy metals and elements. 
Purchase: Hit-2, Ind+3, Por+3, Wat+1. 
Resale: Hit-2, Ind+3, Rch+2, Wat+1. 
 
GAS AND LIQUIDS 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hos Ted 
Compressed atmosphere 1cr / 5 tons 4Dx10  4D 4Dx5 
Purchase: Hos+6, Ind+2, Nag+2, Por+1, Ted+2, Vac+2. 
Resale: Hos+4, Ind+1, Nag+1, Ted+2, Vac+2. 
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 Base Cost Quantity  Dry/Hos  Wat 
Water 1cr / 5 tons 2Dx100  2Dx5  Unlimited 
Purchase: Ast-3, Des+4, Hos+2, Ice-2, Nag+2, Por+1, Vac+1, Wat-4. 
Resale: Des+4, Gar-2, Hos+2, Nag+2, Wat-8. 
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STONE AND CRYSTAL 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Common stone or earth 1cr / 5 tons 4Dx5  4Dx10 2Dx5 
Bulk dust, bulk sand, common base elements, foundation stone, granite, sedimentary 
stone, abrasives, bulk carbon, clays, soil. 
Purchase: Ast-1, Des-1, Ice-1, Res-4, Wat+2. 
Resale: Flo+1, Ind+1, Res-4, Wat+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Uncommon stone 1cr  3Dx5  3Dx10 2Dx3 
Compressed coal, graphite, quartz, rock salt. 
Purchase: Ast-1, Des-1, Ind+1, Ice-1, Res-4, Sub-1, Wat+2. 
Resale: Flo+1, Ind+2, Res-4, Wat+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Rare stone  5cr  2Dx5  2Dx10 2D 
Common crystals, marble, obsidian, optical crystals, silica, synthetic crystals. 
Purchase: Des-1, Ind+2, Min-4, Nin-2, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Flo+1, Ind+3, Min-4, Rch+1, Sub-1, Wat+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Presentation stone 10cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 1D 
Decorative stone. 
Purchase: Ast+1, Des-1, Heg+4, Res-2, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Heg+2, Rch+2, Res-2, Sub-2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Gemstones  50cr  1D  2D 1 
Non-synthetic crystals of a decorative nature. 
Purchase: Des-1, Heg+3 Res-3, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Heg+1, Rch+2, Res-3, Sub-1, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Min Wat 
Rare presentation stone 80cr  1D  1D+1 1 
Rare decorative stone, has value above and beyond its visual impact. 
Purchase: Ast+2, Des-1, Heg+8, Res-2, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Heg+4, Rch+4, Res-4, Sub-2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity 
Presentation gems 200cr  1 
Decorative stones of an exceedingly high calibre. 
Purchase: Des-1, Heg+8, Min-2, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Heg+4, Min-3, Rch+3, Sub-2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity 
Rare presentation gems 200cr  1 
Decorative stones of an exceedingly high calibre and unique properties. 
Purchase: Des-1, Heg+8, Res-1, Sub-2, Wat+2. 
Resale: Heg+4, Rch+4, Res-2, Sub-2. 
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MANUFACTURED & PROCESSED GOODS 
 
CHEMICALS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
   Base Cost Quantity  Bio Flo 
Common chemicals 1cr  2Dx5  3Dx5 4Dx5 
Basic biochemicals, petrochemical extractions, cheap semi-processed chemicals, raw 
biochemical substances, organic glues, acids, bases, oils, oxygenated cleaner, ethanol, 
fructose syrup, biodiesel, nitrates and fertilizer. 
Purchase: Bio-4, Des+1, Flo-2, Ind+2, Nag+3, Por+1, Vac+4. 
Resale: Bio-2, Des+2, Ind+2, Lot+2, Nag+2, Por+1, Vac+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity Flo Vac 
Hazardous chemicals 3cr  2Dx5  4Dx10 2D 
Corrosives, insidiants, toxic fumes. 
Purchase: Bio+2, Flo-4, Nin+1, Res-2, Wat+3. 
Resale: Hit+2, Hos-1, Ind+4, Lot-4, Nin+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Processed chemicals 5cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 2Dx10 
Chemical solvents derived from biotic or abiotic extractions. biodegradable concentrates, 
gelid oxygen-substitutes, acids, bases, pheromone extracts, organic toxins, industrial 
glues and solvents. includes chemicals that can be used as drugs but have not been 
tailored specifically for that purpose and so they are more dangerous. gasoline, 
petrochemical fuel, allotopes, adhesives, glues, encapulants, insulants. 
Purchase: Agr-1, Aqu+2, Des+2, Hos+2, Ind-2, Lop+2, Nag+2, Por+1. 
Resale: Agr-1, Aqu+1, Des+2, Hos+2, Ind-2, Nag+2, Por+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Hazardous waste 20cr  2D+1  2Dx5 1D 
Deactivated materials, nuclear waste, power plant waste, radioactive byproducts. Usable 
for radioactive ammunition. 
Purchase: Hos-2, Ind-2, Rch-2. 
Resale: Hos+1, Lop+1, Nin-2, Rch-4, Res-4. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Radioactive isotopes 100cr  2D   4D 1D 
Fusion cell rods, industrial isotopes, medical isotopes, reactor-grade uranium, weapons-
grade plutonium. 
Purchase: Heg+3, Ind+4, Nin-3, Rch+5, Res-2, Wat+1. 
Resale: Heg+3, Ind+4, Nin-3, Rch-4, Res-2. 
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MANUFACTURED GOODS 
Manufactured goods on a low tech world are never more than 1D quantity. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Polymers  1cr  2Dx5  3Dx5 4Dx5 
Insulation, polyurethane foam, poured plastics, rubber, synthetic fibre spools, vinyl 
spooling. 
Purchase: Ind-2, Por+2, Rch-3. 
Resale: Ind-2, Rch+3. 
 
    Base Cost QTY Ind Nag 
Basic manufactured goods 2cr  2Dx5 4Dx10 3Dx5 
Appliances, clothing products, cogs and sprockets, engine components, furniture, 
hydraulics, piping and attachment pieces, pneumatics, second stage components, storage 
systems, tools, uniforms. disposable medical supplies, repair components, filter masks, 
breathing masks, oxygen boosters, oxygen compressors. 
Purchase: Ind-4, Nag+2, Por+2, Rch-2. 
Resale: Agr+2, Hip+2, Ind-4, Nin+2, Por+2, Rch-1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Basic electronics  3cr  2Dx5  4Dx5 2D 
Batteries, calculators, circuit boards, electrical wiring, electronic parts, entertainment 
systems, radios, recording devices, speakers, standard electrical tools, televisions, video 
games, and the like. 
Purchase: Hit-2, Ind-4, Lot+2, Nin+1, Rch-2. 
Resale: Hit-2, Lot+2, Nin+2, Por+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Agricultural electronics 5cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 1D 
Hydroponics and other electronics designed to grow biological products in atmosphere. 
Purchase: Agr-1, Hit-2, Hos+4, Ind-4, Lot+3. 
Resale: Agr+1, Hos+4, Ind+1, Lop+1, Lot-1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Drugs   5cr  2D  2Dx10 2Dx5 
Synthetic and processed antibiotics, antivenins, antivirals, drugs, growth hormones, 
medications, and steroids—or perhaps the raw materials to synthesize them with labs or 
matter printers. includes hallucinogens, narcotics, stimulants, depressants, antipsychotics, 
antidepressants, antidotes, antifungals, antiseptics, antitoxins, antivirals, antivenom. 
Purchase: Hip-1, Hit-4, Hos+2, Ind-1, Lot+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Hip+1, Hit-4, Hos+2, Ind+2, Lot+2, Nag+1, Nin+2, Rch+1. 
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   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Aquacultural electronics 6cr  1Dx1D  2Dx5 1D 
Electronics designed for fish farming and sea harvesting. 
Purchase: Hit-2, Hos+2, Ind-3, Lot+4. 
Resale: Aqu+2, Hos+2, Lot-4, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Advanced electronics 10cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 1D 
Advanced sensors, circuitry bundles, communications network components, high-security 
systems, robotics components, virtual reality technologies. 
Purchase: Hit-3, Hos+1, Ind-2, Lot+4, Nin+2. 
Resale: Hos+2, Lot-4, Nin+1, Rch+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Commercial electronics 10cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 1D+1 
Automated systems, banking machines, fiber-optic components, microprocessor 
assemblies, security systems, surveillance systems. 
Purchase: Hit-1, Ind-3, Lot+3, Nin+2, Rch-2. 
Resale: Lot-1, Nin+2, Por+1, Rch+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nag 
Industrial components 10cr  2Dx5  4Dx10 3Dx5 
high-pressure components, temperature-resistant components, specialized clothing, 
atmospheric filters, fusion conduits, power plant shells, synthetic crystals. 
Purchase: Ind-4, Nag-1, Nin+2, Por+1, Rch-1. 
Resale: Hip+1, Ind+1, Nin-1, Por+1, Rch-1. 
 
  Base Cost Quantity  Hip Hos Rch 
Medical supplies 10cr  1Dx5  4Dx5 3Dx5 2Dx5 
general medical equipment, specialist equipment, medical machines. 
Purchase: Heg+2, Hip-1, Hit-2, Hos+2, Rch-2, Res+1. 
Resale: Heg+2, Hip+1, Hos+2, Ind+2, Rch+2, Res+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nag 
Machine parts   15cr   1Dx5   2Dx10 2Dx5 
Basic parts for use in machines, engine components, vehicle packages. 
Purchase: Ind-4, Nag+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Agr+2, Nag+2, Nin+2. 
 
   Base Cost Qty Ind Hos Rch 
Environmental goods 20cr  1D 2Dx10 2Dx5 2D 
survival equipment, colonisation kits, specialized clothing, protective equipment, 
standard vac suits, protected components, envirosuits, heat pumps. 
Purchase: Des+2, Hit-2, Hos+1, Ind-3, Nin+2, Por+1, Rch-1. 
Resale: Des+1, Hip+1, Hos+2, Nin+2, Por+2. 
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   Base Cost Quantit y Hit Ind 
Computers  25cr  1D  2D 2D 
Purchase: Hit-3, Ind-2, Rch-2. 
Resale: Hos+1, Lot-2, Nin+1, Por+1, Rch+1, Vac+1; +4 if computers are illegal. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Rch 
Luxury goods  25cr  1D  2D 2D 
art, clothing, decorations, furniture, jewellery, forgeries. 
Purchase: Hip-1, Rch-2, Sub+2. 
Resale: Heg+2, Hip+1, Rch+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Rch 
Agricultural machinery  30cr  1D   2Dx5 1Dx5 
Machinery specialized for agricultural production. 
Purchase: Ind-5, Lot+2, Rch-2. 
Resale: Agr+5, Nag-5, Por+1. 
 
    Base Cost Qty Ind Nag 
Specialised machine parts 30cr  1Dx5 2Dx10 2Dx5 
Machine parts for special environments, marine vehicle parts, aircraft parts, starship 
components. 
Purchase: Hit-3, Hos+1, Ind-3, Nag+1, Nin+1, Por+1, Rch-1. 
Resale: Hit-1, Hos+2, Ind-1, Nag+1, Nin+1, Por+1, Rch+1, Wat+1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Hit Ind 
Special metallic alloys 40cr  1D  2D 3D 
Metallic spider silk, monofilament knives. 
Purchase: Agr-1, Ind-3, Nin+5, Rch-2, Wat+1. 
Resale: Agr-1, Ind-3, Nin+4, Rch-1, Wat+1. 
hi-tech origins 
 
   Base Cost Qty Hit Ind Rch 
Compact specialty goods 50cr  1D 1D+1 2Dx5 2D 
highly-calibrated precision instruments, specialized electronic sensors, scientific 
equipment, hi-tech or enhanced vac suits, gravitic gyros, cybernetic prosthetics 
cybernetic components, robotic components, microcomponents. 
Purchase: Hit-3, Ind-3, Lop+1, Lot+6, Nin+1, Por+1. 
Resale: Hit-1, Hos+1, Lop+1, Lot-2, Por+1. 
hi-tech origins 
 
    Base Cost Quantity  Ind 
Automated factories  100cr  1Dx5  2Dx5 
Industrial-grade machines that make other industrial-grade machines (including weapons 
and vehicles) based on patterns. Hi-tech origins. 
Purchase: Hit-2, Ind-4, Lot+8, Rch-2. 
Resale: Agr+1, Hit-2, Lot-4, Nag+2, Nin+3, Por+1. 
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WEAPONS 
   Base Cost Quantity  Heg Sub 
Artisinal hand weapons 3cr  1D  2D 1 
Purchase: Gar-1, Heg+1, Ind-2, Lot-2, Sub+3. 
Resale: Heg+2, Hip+2, Hos+1, Ind-3, Lot+2, Sub+3. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Firearms  6cr  2D  4D 1D 
Conventional firearms, from handguns to shotguns to rifles, and the corresponding 
ammunition. 
Purchase: Agr+1, Hos-2, Ind-3, Por+3, Rch-2, Wat-1. 
Resale: Agr+2, Hos-2, Ind-2, Por+3, Rch-1, Wat-1. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Smartguns  10cr  2D  3D 1 
Conventional firearms with various electronics installed, including security measures, 
ammunition-switching systems, targetting, etc. 
Purchase: Heg-2, Hit-4, Ind-2, Por+2, Rch-1. 
Resale: Hit-4, Ind-2, Por+2, Rch+1, Sub-2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Energy weapons  20cr  1D  2D 1 
Energy-based weapons, with or without smartgun electronics installed. Includes energy 
crystals, power packs, plasma cannisters, or other types of ammunition. 
Purchase: Hit-4, Hos-1, Ind-2, Nin+4, Por+2, Rch-1, Sub+2. 
Resale: Hit-4, Hos-1, Ind-2, Nin+3, Por+1, Rch+1, Sub+2. 
 
   Base Cost Quantity  Ind Nin 
Explosives  10cr  1D  2D 1 
explosives, artillery, rocket launchers 
Purchase: Hit-2, Ind-4, Nin+2, Res+1, Sub+2. 
Resale: Hit-1, Nin+2, Res+3, Sub+2. 
 
    Base Cost Qty Ind Nin 
Weapons of mass destruction 50cr  1D 2D 1D 
bio-weapons, chemical weapons, nuclear weapons, starship weapons. 
Purchase: Hit-2, Ind-2, Nin+2, Sub+4. 
Resale: Heg+1, Hit-2, Ind-2, Sub+4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE END 


